
Here's what happens when you investigate why…
STEVE KIRSCH 16 HR AGO 451

You find that the vaccine killed them. But here in the US, we don't want to look. That's how science
works: don't ask, don't tell.
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Write a comment…

Top First

Chris 15 hr ago

The fact that no government in the world wants to investigate this tells you without any

hesitation all the worlds governments are complicit in this Great Culling Of humanity. So why

would anyone anywhere participate in any election ever again? All active politicians all over

the world should be immediately arrested and executed , end of report

LIKED (45) REPLY (3)

Josh 15 hr ago

Just like 9/11 - FREE FALL SPEED all 3 SKYSCRAPERS because of 2 Airplanes?

Before 9/11 no human being had EVER witnessed buildings fall that fast WITHOUT the

USE of Explosives. The 9/11 Commission NEVER Tested for Explosives. Hmm? Wonder

why?

LIKE (28) REPLY (2)

dan bee 15 hr ago

Was footage ever released from the “plane” hitting the pentagon? Presumably the

pentagon would have had a few active security cameras rolling?

LIKED (11) REPLY (1)

Josh 14 hr ago
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Josh 14 hr ago

Nope...A plane was never identifiable (merely a white blur) & the film looked

tampered. Also, the FBI never released any of the dozens of videos they took

from the video camera's of the surrounding area. Hmm? Wonder why?

LIKED (8) REPLY (1)

dan bee 5 hr ago

It goes to show, “in the moment” whether cov or 9/11 we are quite gullible.

Then again, never thought our own leadership AND media would lie to us. .

Re: pent@gon I think it was a number of people who knew the truth and

weren’t complying, and needed to be dealt with. There is NO excuse for

terrible, singular video coverage at this facility.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Karl Elshoff 15 hr ago

Its the NIST report that looked into the collapse of the WTC buildings. I debated this

topic in the comment section of InfoWars. There is lots of disinformation out there

on 9/11. I like a Dr. Laurie Mylroie's work and the book 'Welcome to Terror Land' by

investigative reporter Daniel Hopsicker.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Josh 14 hr ago

NIST proved they were nothing more than a pseudo-scientific shill of the

MIC/Warmongering Oligarch's/Neocon's once they backed any of the Govt.'s

Fairytale nonsense of "Pancake Theory" & "Fire" caused a steel structure to

collapse at FREE-FALL-SPEED!!! ....LOL!!! WOW! Just Wow! Eh, Karl?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 14 hr ago

Yes, but you have to come up with evidence to disprove them. People have

trouble doing this without citing disinformation or giving credibility to

those with counter information. I am not saying you are wrong and think

you may be right.

LIKE REPLY (2)

Josh 14 hr ago · edited 14 hr ago

What exactly happened that day is somewhat of a mystery, due to the

fact as to how those buildings actually came down & a myriad of

vehicles & buildings simply melted. We do know conclusively
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vehicles & buildings simply melted. We do know conclusively

explosives were in use due to the numerous mass spectrum analysis

conducted by multiple labs & the results/datasets were identical to

one another. Replicable results = empirical evidence in my book,

especially from precision scientific instruments. Whether or not space

weapons/Hutchison's effect sort of weapons were in use is another

story & we'll probably never know the Truth on that one. There's many

more scientific & even common sense variables that prove explosives

were in use & the official narrative is a fabrication.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool 4 hr ago

When they finally released the WTC7 report the NIST was asked

Reporter: Did you test for explosive residues?

NIST: No we did not.

Reporter: Why not?

NIST: Because we ruled it out.

Reporter: How could you rule it out without testing for it?

NIST: Because we ruled it out.

At that point I knew the answer.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 4 hr ago

Thanks, I didn't have that information. Many videos people

showed me looked like disinformation. The investigative Daniel

Hopsicker had reported government links to the terrorists in his

book 'Welcome to Terrorland'.

LIKE REPLY

Lisa 14 hr ago

The documentary called Seven is excellent. About a team of qualified

engineers/architects, I believe, who as a team investigated the collapse of 7

World Trade which was not hit by a plane. Quite interesting.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Josh 14 hr ago

As I say; The Correlating Factor of that tragic day was "FREE-FALL-
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As I say; The Correlating Factor of that tragic day was "FREE-FALL-

SPEED" i.e. All structural supports gave way at ONCE to cause this....Poof!

What ever caused ALL 3 Skyscrapers to fall & hit the ground in 9 to 12.5

seconds had to be the exact same thing, since they all fell the exact same

way.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Bridget 2 hr ago

Even I, not an Engineer, could see these buildings weren’t felled by

what was claimed. How so many others still can’t grasp this makes me

understand how the jabs were so easy to sell to the majority of

Americans.

LIKE REPLY

Karl Elshoff 14 hr ago

The NIST report is produced by a bunch of engineers too. Its one group of

engineers versus another. I had a similar discussion on InfoWars. There is

something weird behind 9/11 but getting past the disinformation is very

difficult.

I was following much of the information coming out on 9/11(read lots and

lots of books) , had contact with Clinton's advisor and expert on state

sponsorship of terrorism Dr. Laurie Mylroie, I had a TS clearance in the US

army and even deployed to Iraq.

LIKE (1) REPLY

disfatbidge 15 hr ago

Well said Chris

LIKE (3) REPLY

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

the brainwashed say because they are all in it together, it really happened... so awful

LIKE (1) REPLY

Devlin Wollstein 14 hr ago

They knew all along Steve. I have a picture of an Astra Zeneca Covid-19 vaccine box with a

2018 manufacturing date on it. Every one of these animals needs to be tried for the mass

murder they have knowingly committed. Justice must be done and the World must see that it

has been done if we are to ever recover from this deliberate evil...

LIKE (35) REPLY (3)
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LIKE (35) REPLY (3)

SherryD4871 14 hr ago

Yes, and all of the Dr.’s and nurses that were complicit in genocide need to be held

accountable, as well. I don’t want to hear about how “they were just doing their jobs” or

“they were just doing as they were told” or “they didn’t have any choice.”

They, as well as the rest of us, have always had a choice.

LIKE (29) REPLY (2)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 13 hr ago

Agree. I don't care what job I was in, killing for a paycheck would have never entered

my mind. I kind of want to live for eternity, not just for today. The only thing that

keeps me going these days is knowing I am a sinner, just like everyone else is. I trust

I just don't like sinning as much as most of the population does. Kill for dollars? Not

in my world.

LIKE (13) REPLY

Bridget 2 hr ago

Many of these Medical Personnel took the jabs themselves. They’re in the process

of finding out just how wrong they were now.

This isn’t an attempt to shield them from liability in injuring others, though. They

failed that standard and must be held accountable for their Negligence.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Karl Elshoff 14 hr ago

Just watch this about the world order power structure from a biblical perspective.

Think you might find this interesting.

https://youtu.be/44DQrCk5pKc

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Marsha McGrath Marsha’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

Lots to think about here. Thanks.

LIKE REPLY

Charlie DeSantis 4 hr ago

Devlin,

Could you post the picture? That’s a dynamite photo.
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LIKE REPLY

Jeff - Separate Country of WA 14 hr ago

Steve - I don't know if you read all of these comments. This one is just to remind you how

much we all appreciate you. Please keep fighting. I do what I can in my little world, but I

wasn't able to convince my own family to avoid the death jabs. At this point it's too late, but

at least we may establish a precedence for the next round.

LIKE (34) REPLY (1)

UnExperts INC. 13 hr ago

"At this point it's too late, but at least we may establish a precedence for the next round."

Agree. I think that is what SK is doing. Laying a massive, objective base .. 'for the next

round'. Really important - even though, 'it's too late for us' at this stage.

The rest of us need to focus less on deaths and more on the massive

illness/injury/destruction of the human CNS by this and all vaccines.

Two unquick stories from Real Not Rare website. Notice these people have not dropped

dead and probably won't; for awhile at least. CNS is destroyed by this and all vaccines:

#1: https://www.realnotrare.com/post/james-dellorusso-md?lang=en

Q: What was your life like before you got the vaccine?

I was an active, full time Anesthesiologist. An avid cyclist, I would frequently ride 15-20

miles at times after working a full day; intermittently going to the gym for cardio and

weight training; walking and hiking. I enjoyed fly fishing with my daughter and her beau,

and traveled regularly. I could read and/or do multiple computer, work or home tasks for

hours without issue.

Q: Would you like to share your reason(s) for getting the vaccine?

I have always believed in the value of vaccines. My work site required that all staff get

vaccinated against Covid, and I complied, even though there was mounting evidence of

problems. I felt that the risk of serious Covid outweighed the risk of the vaccine.

Q: What was your reaction, symptoms, & timeline?

After my first shot (a batch that was considered one of the BAD ones), I had minimal

reaction: arm soreness and I felt slightly out of it. After my second jab, however, it was a

completely different story. I had been in the middle of an episode of back pain, a

recurrent history for me, but I was fully functional, and it did not sideline me at all.

Concurrently, the day after the vaccine, I was set to have scalp cancer surgery, and the

Dermatologist thought that the recent vaccine dose would pose no problem. For the
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procedure, I could barely lie still on the reclined chair due to almost unbearable back

pain, which I attributed only to my inherent condition. I had a very unfortunate result with

the cancer surgery with poor healing, and then the cascade started. Over the

subsequent two weeks I developed multiple problems, which are what led me to

consider that everything was vaccine related. Not only was my back bad, but multiple

other joints became painful also: hands, wrists, knees and hips. Very loud constant

bilateral tinnitus (ringing in the ears) began. I realized that the brain fogginess I was

experiencing was also related. Then I came to recognize that the malaise I was feeling

was not residual from my surgery, but was persistent and worsening. I found that if I

exerted myself, physically or mentally, I would become fatigued, and I would need at

least a day to recover. I develop POTS on top of everything, although it was variable and

intermittent. My pre-existing peripheral neuropathy in my feet also worsened

dramatically. About a month or two later I developed double vision.

Currently, despite seeing multiple physicians and trying many different treatments, I am

essentially no better, now noting my 2 year “anniversary” this week. After one episode of

Covid (I have had 2 since jabbed) I even had a setback with worsening symptoms. I have

had to retire from my Anesthesia practice. I can no longer ride my bicycle due to my

cognitive problems, slowed processing and fatigue. The most I can physically do is walk

about a block or two in order to avoid the post-exertional malaise. If I work (small chores)

or exert myself or concentrate too long I become exhausted. The cognitive issues are

constant and variable, as is the fatigue, and I am quite limited as to what I can do on a

given day. I try to stay positive, but as you all know, at times this is very difficult.

#2 female: https://www.realnotrare.com/post/moira-shepherd?postId=39f83948-c498-

4b08-b513-8788cf13a817&lang=en&utm_campaign=b5489e4a-f829-4b7c-8378-

0803989e418f&utm_source=so&utm_medium=mail&utm_content=955bf6d4-29c4-

44c9-8801-37b89f5497dc&cid=77c9ec7e-4fa3-4782-b6f3-7d3e385ec92a

Neither one dead. Yet, both destroyed. Probably for life. This is common.

LIKE (13) REPLY (4)

unhappytocomply 13 hr ago

"The rest of us need to focus less on deaths and more on the massive

illness/injury/destruction of the human CNS by this and all vaccines."

Yes, yes, yes! I've felt this way for the last two years.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Writes Yo My Newsletter 12 hr ago

Lyme disease was a sneak preview
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LIKE (4) REPLY

Christine Zuleger 5 hr ago

Praying 

! "

LIKE (2) REPLY

DUANE HAYES 3 hr ago

This individual should be front and center with any media platform possible, and tell

this story, he should be on the steps of whatever drug co that produced the vaccine

he took and demand answers from them. He should continually post on all social

media to get the word out, that his life has ended because of the toxic shots

LIKE REPLY

Stephan Reisig 13 hr ago

In Germany there's a group of BRAVE pathologists who perform autopsies and what they

found was shocking ! And that news of course also travelled to the US and has been used in

ceveral documentairies. One in the meantime famous one is Arne Burkhardt MD , a German

pathologist, researcher. He looks back on many years of teaching experience at the

Universities of Hamburg, Bern and Tübingen as well as visiting professorships/study visits in

Japan (Nihon University), USA (Brookhaven National Institute), Korea, Sweden, Malaysia and

Turkey.

LIKED (23) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 13 hr ago · edited 12 hr ago

I do not know why but these shots tend to cause more heart damage in young males

then females and older people. But a close friend of min, a 30 year old male a triathlete

with no medical problems had a massive heart attack after his second moderna shot.

The guy was not required to get the shot for work but wanted to go on a ski trip in

Canada. He is alive after bypass surgery, but he has permanent heart damage and will

never ski again.

LIKED (14) REPLY (1)

Patti 6 hr ago

Where’s the outrage? Is he speaking out?

LIKED (4) REPLY (1)

KundaliniAndCellTowers 1 hr ago

Most humans are herd animals and would rather die than attack the perceived

alphas at the head of the pack. Such perceptions maintained by corrupt news,
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alphas at the head of the pack. Such perceptions maintained by corrupt news,

social media, and echo chambers all about us.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jimychanga Surfing the New Normal 15 hr ago

All the talk of school shootings, and NOT ONE WORD about a GOVERNMENT PLANNED,

DELIBERATE Ongoing Mass Killing Event which has already taken 1000X the victims of all

shootings YTD.

THIS IS WILFULL, CRIMINAL, HOMICIDAL BLINDNESS!

LIKE (23) REPLY (1)

Writes Mary Mary’s Newsletter 15 hr ago

Jimmy, from what I hear. The government and the pharma industry contribute to

psychotic behavior through the existence of mind-altering drugs. I think that some of the

other FAKE medicines contribute to mental illnesses too..

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

Writes Jimychanga Surfing the New Normal 15 hr ago

Agree. There have been ZERO school shooters since Columbine that were not on

Seraquil, Vivance, or a dozen other SSRI's and other mind-altering "happiness"

drugs with "homicide" and "suicide" listed right on their FDA labels. Billions and

Billions are being made. Big Pharma is utterly corrupt IMHO, and most congress

critters have massive stock holdings and take the majority of their lobbying money

from this sector. This is essentially child sacrifice going on in plain sight while we

add more and more field defibrilators to our school nurse supplies. It's sick.

LIKED (9) REPLY

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

now we know fda doesn't do their job allowing meds from China...who knows what's

in them too

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Renee Marie 13 hr ago

China Rx: Exposing the Risks of America's Dependence on China for Medicine

https://a.co/d/9fRhuEd

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Mary Mary’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

Amen Dee Dee. Best to stay away from all drugs in my opinion, even the OTC
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Amen Dee Dee. Best to stay away from all drugs in my opinion, even the OTC

ones. Unless your next breath depends on taking them.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Bob LeBlanc 14 hr ago

As Dr. Ryan Cole has said many times, “You can’t find what you don’t look for.”

Upton Sinclair: “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends

on him not understanding it.”

LIKE (21) REPLY (2)

UnExperts INC. 14 hr ago

Plausible deniability.

Unfortunately, it works.

LIKED (8) REPLY

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 14 hr ago

You just described Fauci, Gates and many more!

LIKE (6) REPLY

Janet 6 hr ago

I was a coding educator (recently retired) and audited reports from hospitalists, neurologists,

pulmonologists, and infectious disease specialists. I saw first-hand reports of young patients

with multiple conditions (one 25-year-old had stroke, myocardial infarction, pulmonary

emboli AND DVTs) who had received the vax 4 days prior to these events. He died and it was

declared a "COVID" death because he died within 2 weeks of the vax and that was not

considered a vaccine reaction. I was able to look at the dates the vaccine was given by

clicking on a link. I shared my information with others to warn them (without revealing any

PHI) Approximately 2 months later we received an email (sent to all employees at this large

health care system) entitled "how to lose your job with 1 click or hover of the mouse" All

medical records in Epic can be monitored and they can see who accesses different info, and

the email further explained that we are violating patient's rights and privacy by viewing that

information? We are all well versed in HIPAA regulations and do not share any private health

information. I have had access to much personal info that I would never share due to these

regulations and have NEVER had any such notice. It is obvious to me that this was intended to

prevent us from making the connection between the vax and subsequent deaths. It's been

covered up for quite some time (this was in 2021)

LIKED (20) REPLY (2)

Truthseeker 5 hr ago
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Truthseeker 5 hr ago

Right! And I’m chocking on the hypocrisy that they’re standing behind HIPPA in their

threat to you… when HIPPA obviously wasn’t an issue for entry to gyms, restaurants,

entertainment venues, etc! 

#

LIKED (6) REPLY (1)

Janet 5 hr ago

Not only that - as an educator/auditor I had access to very sensitive information

including mental health issues, etc. This is the ONLY time they have limited access -

although there is an audit trail and they use this to be sure we aren't accessing

records that we shouldn't - and we are required to take tests on HIPAA yearly!

LIKED (6) REPLY (1)

Truthseeker 5 hr ago

I had a psychiatrist tell me this week… the kids age 6,7,8 years old have been

the most heavily impacted by the lockdowns and school closures. He said he’s

seeing things developmentally that he has never in 30 years of practice.

The mental health damage will be impossible to quantify… but I’ve seen it in the

people around me

One woman went missing - don’t know where she is

One man had to retire early because he just couldn’t cope with virtual work

One boy had a massive psych event and checked himself into the psych ward

One girl just left college because she couldn’t cope with the stress

One girl became addicted to percoset- bought it illegally- it was fentanyl and it

killed her

One 30 YO guy had been clean for years- started using again and OD’d

One 14 YO boy decided he was trans

One 52 yo man has been in and out of rehab for depression three times since

the lockdowns started on 2020

And that’s just off the top of my head- in my sphere of people for NEW mental

health concerns in the last three years

Not good. A LOT of people struggling mentally.

And that’s not even the people around me who have died as a direct result of

the vaccines

LIKED (7) REPLY
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LIKED (7) REPLY

Writes Blair Darkness to Light 3 hr ago

Thank you for sharing, Janet. This is very telling.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 14 hr ago

I've wondered why no autopsies since day one. Unfortunately, I know the answer to that

question. They sure don't want to create "vaccine hesitancy" Better just keep the sheep

believing the lie of "safe and effective" garbage. i have studied genealogy for 40+ years and I

have paid attention to obits. Most used to say cause of death or you could determine it by

where to send memorials, ex. American Cancer Society, Kidney foundation etc. Today they

seldom say the cause of death and those dying are getting younger and younger since 2021. I

don't understand why most are not seeing this. Many obits say "died unexpectedly or at

home" Just last month March 2023, 48 people died in my small town that were all under 70.

Up from 33 in Feb. The average was in their 50's. Only one listed a cause of death. Died from

injuries in an automobile accident. Vaccident? They can spin this anyway they want and

others can justify it but there is something terribly wrong going on.

LIKED (18) REPLY (2)

Karl Elshoff 14 hr ago

I didn't trust doctors prior to COVID. Now I rank doctors in the same category as doctors

in NAZI concentration camps.

LIKE (15) REPLY (2)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 13 hr ago

Yes, I lost my trust in them back in the 1990's. Misuse of pharmaceuticals killed

both of my parents. The current healthless care in America is the last place i would

put my trust.

LIKE (10) REPLY (2)

God Bless America 13 hr ago

Vioxx… my father and his heart… 

$

LIKE (6) REPLY

Karl Elshoff 13 hr ago

My sincere sympathy. I am seeing friends being done in by the medical system.

One took the clot shot and now has Lewy Body Dementia. Another took some

immunotherapy and now has full blown cancer and is expecting to die soon.
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Hang in there. Maybe we can keep others from pointlessly losing their life to the

medical system.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes Yo My Newsletter 12 hr ago

#1 cause of death in America

LIKE (1) REPLY

Renee Marie 13 hr ago

Me to Karl! I’m scared to death of doctors! NOW!

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

unhappytocomply 11 hr ago · edited 11 hr ago

I don't fear doctors per se, but I do fear doctors in a hospital setting.

Incidentally, they've changed the name "remdesivir" to "veklury". Hoping to

avoid having to tie patient's wrists to the bedrails, I guess.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Writes Blair Darkness to Light 3 hr ago

They must be trying to get away from the Run-Death-Is-Near moniker.

LIKE REPLY

Chiadrum 10 hr ago

I’ve been in the hospital twice. Damn near died twice. Coincidence?

LIKE REPLY

Ben P Bushong 13 hr ago

They call it 'vaccine hesitancy'... like there's a question of 'when'.

I don't hesitate at taking the 'vaccine'. There is no hesitation, whatsoever. I'll never take

it, and nobody can convince me otherwise.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2)

unhappytocomply 12 hr ago

I've got to admit to vaxxene terror!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Ben P Bushong 12 hr ago

I don't know that I'm terrified of it... I'd probably resort to deadly force if anyone
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I don't know that I'm terrified of it... I'd probably resort to deadly force if anyone

tried to physically force me or any of my family to take it, though. I was

prepared to be fired for not taking it early on, when they were getting stupid

about it. I'm just not going to take it. Period.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 49 min ago

I'm not hesitant. I'm Adamant! No to the jab!

LIKED (1) REPLY

Writes Mary Mary’s Newsletter 15 hr ago

What a sad time we're living in. Thanks Steve for your honest reporting. May God richly

reward everyone who dares to tell the truth in these perilous and deceptive times.

LIKE (17) REPLY (1)

disfatbidge 15 hr ago

Amen

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Ottonemo1 13 hr ago

Like the name!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Pug The Narrow Path 8 hr ago

Since autopsies are not being done on people who die suddenly, especially young people

with no prior health problems, suspicious deaths are now considered normal and do not need

to be examined by law enforcement for possible murder, etc.

Banner time for stealth serial killers and life insurance swindlers. I wonder how many "died

suddenly in their bed deaths" could have been caused by an angry spouse with a pillow? One

will never know, kill-drop-ignore is the new normal, be it by the bio weapon or by a human

hand.

LIKE (16) REPLY (2)

Gordon Shumway 8 hr ago

Never thought of that. But you make sense.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

%

bee 7 hr ago

They are supposed to be performed. It's law in some states, counties.
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They are supposed to be performed. It's law in some states, counties.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Amy G 4 hr ago

I have thought that also. Just more evidence of the blatant disregard for human life.

LIKE REPLY

Writes yantra yantra’s Substack 14 hr ago

of course this is obvious, but a big problem in the acceptance of the truth is that the many

who were double, triple, quadruple-vaxxed don't want to know what potential harm might be

lurking in their tissues and you can't blame them.

LIKE (16) REPLY (2)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 13 hr ago

I think you are 100% right. From the people i know that caved to the propaganda, they

still maintain they did the right thing. Honestly I think they are scared to death so

ignoring the facts is a survival skill for them. Very Sad!

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

unhappytocomply 13 hr ago

How can taking an untested drug be considered the right thing? I'd like to hear their

explanation.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 13 hr ago

So would I. Propaganda is a powerful tool I guess as most have lost all common

sense in today;'s world. Independent thinking skill don't exist anymore. Just

lockstep does.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes Yo My Newsletter 12 hr ago

MIND CONTROL

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Dr Tara Slatton Dr Tara’s Newsletter 6 hr ago

I know a fair number of people who took the jab with the mindset that they

were willing to risk their lives and health if it might help protect those at risk (ie

if the jab stopped transmission of the virus). Most of them still think that their

decision to get the jab initially was the right one given the information available
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to them at the time. (None of them have gotten boosters since it became

apparent that the jabs do not stop transmission.). To be honest if the jab had

actually worked to stop transmission I would probably have gotten the jab

under the same reasoning. “Greater love has no one than this, than to lay down

one’s life for his friends.”

John 15:13 NKJV. Partaking in a medical experiment to save lives and dying as

a result would certainly count as sacrificing yourself to try and save others.

I can’t blame other people who don’t have my knowledge level and experience

for believing the experts that our medical and political systems are built on. I

knew the jabs were not trustworthy and that there was simply no way they

stopped transmission but that’s because I know a lot about the history of

government malfeasance and especially about medical malfeasance within the

government and I know a lot about infectious disease (including coronaviruses)

vaccination production and medical research.

Risking your own life or health by taking an experimental drug or treatment has

generally been considered an applaudable act of bravery in storytelling and

media. Brad Pitt’s character in World War Z experiments on himself thus finding

the way to camouflage people from the zombies. It’s a fairly common plot in

dystopian/apocalyptic stories.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Blair Darkness to Light 3 hr ago · edited 3 hr ago

My sister is an optometrist. One of her best friends, who is a medical

doctor, told her to get her young kids vaccinated. She immediately went

out and did so, disregarding my warning that Covid was not a risk to

healthy kids. Atleast one child had a reaction, but she tried to keep it a

secret. Most of her friends got their kids vaccinated based off the info

coming from their doctor friend.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Patti 6 hr ago

I can blame them and I do!!!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Meryl Dorey Informed Choice 15 hr ago

Autopsies are not done in Australia either. Two of the families I interviewed on the VaxXed Bus

insisted on having their loved ones who passed away after the jab autopsied. In both cases,
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they were told that it would take 18 months to get the results. I have checked with coroners

here, and they say that it highly unusual. Not unusual, however, if you are trying to cover up

the results. There is a crime in progress and these people and their families are the real

victims. Thank you for your hard work in getting the word out about the dangers!

LIKED (16) REPLY (2)

Writes Thomas Kirby Thomas’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

What is a coroner, really?

LIKED (5) REPLY (1)

Ottonemo1 13 hr ago

A representative of the Crown, of the King.

LIKED (3) REPLY

Writes Napoleon The Narrow Path 9 hr ago

This is the time for people to murder - just some radiator fluid in the morning coffee and

voila! life insurance payout. Nobody will do an autopsy for sudden deaths anymore. It's

normal.

LIKED (2) REPLY

DRM 14 hr ago

If Florida was interested in autopsies they'd be doing them by now.

Surprises me they aren't - what's with DeSantis and Ladapo ?

LIKED (15) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 14 hr ago

The opposition likes to run both sides. Be careful not to get behind the controlled

opposition.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1)

DRM 14 hr ago

Good point and one I completely forgot about.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Big Moe 9 hr ago

Well, after all Steve, it IS a genocidal bioweapon NOT a vaccine. Why would the evil doers

implicate themselves in murder. The entities that look the other way and do NOTHING to stop

or prevent this genocide are as guilty as the perpetrators.
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LIKED (14) REPLY (3)

Writes Sheila Dunphy Hillbilly

&

Heaven’s Newsletter 9 hr ago

Well spoken Moe & I agree with you 100%!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 7 hr ago

Same page we are. It is futile to think that people would incriminate themselves and lose

their jobs. They most likely did not take a jab or got something non-volatile. This is more

than just a bioweapon; it is a planned mass culling of the commoner subjects. Something

planned for many years. One aspect is that they are stealing everything from pensions to

retirement funds. They know that at some point their theft and murder would become so

obvious that they decided on a preemptive strike. Peaceful resistance will never work.

France is showing some balls. Macron is a piece of shit collaborator like biden and

trudeau and other so-called leaders. Time for a worldwide french revolution or we are

done like dinner.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Dr Tara Slatton Dr Tara’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

The French Revolution was a cluster fuck that destroyed France, led directly to its

losses to Great Britain in the Napoleonic Wars and its back to back invasions by

Germany in WWI and WWII. It destroyed the Christian foundations of France which

led directly to the postmodern garbage philosophy that got us into this mess and

has gutted the foundational morals of western civilization. The French Revolution

took a world super power and made the words “France” and “surrender”

synonymous. If you are looking for inspiration maybe don’t look at The Reign of

Terror for your inspiration lest you wind up like Robespierre consumed by the

monster you created.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 4 hr ago

I would love to hear more on this. My findings are that history is riddled with lies

about the events. I just posted an audio cast on my psyop4awareness. It may

be worth a listen as it shows the legal (or against Gods Law) system is

entrapment basically. If you listen, let me know your thoughts.

https://psyop4awareness.substack.com/p/dirty-little-secrets-and-results

LIKE REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 4 hr ago
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Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 4 hr ago

Apparently, we have been collectively lied to about that revolution as well.

Thank you for the lesson on that front.

LIKE REPLY

%

bee 7 hr ago

https://rumble.com/v2ggaqo-exclusive-who-whistleblower-confirms-horror-mrna-

narrative-a-psyop-shots-ar.html

LIKE REPLY

Brandy 12 hr ago

I just saw a story about a handful of people getting sick, possibly from eating white flour that

was contaminated with a bacterium. The point of the story was to warn people away from

eating cookie dough. No deaths. Sad that this "emergency" cookie dough story gets more

attention than thousands of reports on VAERS and countless published case studies of

vaccine caused deaths. But I can see how it's important (to big pharma) to keep people ever

afraid of bacteria and make them feel perfectly safe taking experimental mRNA injections. It

makes sense when you look at it from a profit model.

LIKED (14) REPLY

Maxxx 15 hr ago

The reason they refuse to look is all the scientists, Doctors, WHO, CDC, NIH, NIAID, supposed

institutions of higher learning and so many NGO’S know full well they are not indemnified for

their complicity in pushing these toxic weaponized mRNA vaccines on billions of people.

LIKE (14) REPLY

MC 7 hr ago

If you believe they will kill you with medications and lock you in quarantine camps, why won’t

you buy guns and ammo? The reason things are barely better in the US than Australia and

Canada is that we have weapons. Get up and get your guns. And if afraid, get ammo for your

loved ones. It’s getting very expensive. Get more than one gun. Get a gun safe. More

Americans need those guns as a deterrent to tyranny. They are actively trying to disarm us.

Why can’t people see this as well? We have this right for a reason.

LIKED (13) REPLY (1)

Writes Peter Sawchuk Peter’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

Trust me. As a Canadian I know this to be true. Fight for your rights! I would also suggest

that you look into black powder weapons, preferably flintlocks. You can easily make your

own black powder and you will always be able to aquire flint and lead for casting your
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own black powder and you will always be able to aquire flint and lead for casting your

own bullets. Up here ammo and reloading components are becoming increasingly

expensive and hard to come by. Don't let it happen to you. Unfortunately these ancient

technologies may end up being our last line of defense. Remember, never comply and

never submit.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Snap Factor 3 hr ago · edited 3 hr ago

Well, that's about right. Everyone, except a troll or two, says do the autopsies, while 54%

wisely believe government will not do it. As for the 39% who think DeSantis might mandate

autopies, I say think again. DeSantis is being backed the the World Economic Forum,

including the Bush family, Karl Rove, and George Soros. DeSantis won't bite the hand that

feeds him.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1)

Gordon Shumway 3 hr ago

Talks a good game.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Snap Factor 3 hr ago

I'd love to be wrong about DeSantis, but I'm not.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

DeSoros is more likely to mandate jabs than autopsies. He's let Joe Ladapo do

some good things and he talks the talk but wouldn't walk the walk. It's all

designed to undermine Trump be outflanking him on the right.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Steven Jaroszewski Steven’s Newsletter 8 hr ago

I find it amazing that autopsies are not done when a young, healthy person dies from an

unknown cause.

LIKE (12) REPLY (3)

Writes Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hr ago

I have been nonstop amazed for the past 3 years...

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Amy G 4 hr ago
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And still happening!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Gordon Shumway 8 hr ago

Can't find it if they don't look. And if they don't want to find it they won't look.

LIKE (5) REPLY

cl 7 hr ago · edited 7 hr ago

they just find " inconclusive" eg my 30 y/o friend, even tho "tissue samples taken",

they're obviously not doing staining or looking for micro clots. mums friend also "

undiagnosed heart condition".

I know personally 80 ppl harmed or killed and suspect this "intervention".

about 20 of each type eg heart stuff, clots, and neuro ( like 5 new parkinsons, ms

exacerbation, transverse myelitis..), and sudden death ( strange ones like dying after

coma following chest infection, dying from heart attack after choking on a paracetamol,

teen dying of strep A, etc). 7x diabetes or kidney probs.

There were several elderly also who died suddenly ( but not particularly unexpected, so

hidden), and return of/ exacerbation of cancers in remission.

LIKE (3) REPLY

ACroneintheWoods 15 hr ago

Igor reported on an Italian doctor that got the boot for suggesting autopsies be done.

https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/italian-doctor-suspended-for-suggesting?

utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=441185&post_id=111503187&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

LIKE (12) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 15 hr ago

This was planned a while back and very coordinated.

Have a look at what attorney Todd Callender has to say about it.

Todd Callender | Session 97 Open Secrets

Video of interview

https://odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/Session-97-Todd-Callender:0

Transcript

https://ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/ToddCallender-CCsession97-032522.html
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https://ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/ToddCallender-CCsession97-032522.html

LIKE (5) REPLY

Charles 15 hr ago

It is beyond doubt that the jab is killing people. The fact that it's still being pushed suggests

that those responsible don't care and further more will not take any responsibility. The only

recourse is legal action, sue the bastards and force the death penalty or at the very least, life

imprisonment. This should remove many of the psych opathic politicians who have caused so

much damage.

LIKE (12) REPLY (3)

disfatbidge 15 hr ago

Sadly, we are seeing that Justice is a rarity. Decent law enforcement is scared. Judges

are either intimidated or bought. And politicians...fill in the blank. It is a very dark time in

our history, and I honestly don’t see a way out

LIKE (8) REPLY

Writes Mary Mary’s Newsletter 15 hr ago

Charles I hate to say this. But I don't think most politicians will ever leave public office

before they expire.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

they own the judicial

LIKE REPLY

Writes Robert Auld AuldWorks 15 hr ago

"There is no interest from any authority anywhere in the world to do these autopsies. No

country. No state. Not even Florida!

I wonder why that is?..."

What does that tell us? It tells us that the deaths from the injections are deliberate--that it is

a feature, not a bug. It tells us that the corruption of our governing authorities is worldwide,

such that even those who want to look into the problem do not dare--they fear the

consequences to themselves. Better not to think about it and just go on as before.

Steve, I think you know this. What you are doing is important, so keep doing it. It is making a

difference, but it is not enough--we need millions of people to educate themselves to what is

really going on and contribute to the fight to stop it. This is starting to happen--we can't stop

now.
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LIKE (12) REPLY (3)

JimB 15 hr ago

Robert Auld, late spring 2021 I contacted the FBI, Homeland Security , the local Law

enforcement department where I used to work as well as several District Attorneys and

asked them why no Covid deaths were being autopsied as well as vacs

deaths…..crickets.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Soyelcaminodelfuturo 14 hr ago

“It is making a difference, but it is not enough”...

The accumulated evidence of malfeasance on an epic scale continues to mount but all

we are doing is documenting our collective stroll towards the abyss. Some of us,

particularly Substack readers, are actively engaged in understanding this. Some are

passively absorbing the reality. Some are blindly ignoring the evidence and some are

actively rejecting it. But very few ordinary people can see what they can do to make a

difference.

The majority will either rise up or will quietly accept global suicide/homicide. Right now

we are tacitly accepting our collective fate. It’s hard to see how that might change. It’s

hard to see what decisions and actions ordinary people can and need to take to change

course.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Ottonemo1 13 hr ago

A bit like what happens to populations when nations are at war - the populace is

forced to wear it.

LIKE REPLY

JAN KAUFFMAN 15 hr ago

Big Pharma is paying all these folks off ! But 2 years later more and more information is

finally coming out!! Doctors .. morticians..and insurance companies are finally speaking

up !!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Vivien C Buckley 6 hr ago

As a vaccine injured person, loss of vision, hearing, loud tinnitus and tachycardia, all causing

severe stress. I am far from alone. Untold numbers are suffering. What really adds to the

stress is our governments denial, willful blindness and NO help. I don’t believe that they are
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stress is our governments denial, willful blindness and NO help. I don’t believe that they are

not aware. There are credible doctors, researchers, some politicians who are sounding the

alarm but are subsequently ridiculed, discredited and their names dragged through the mud.

The governments spread the misinformation about safe and effective. They couldn’t stand

behind and support that claim, it was impossible in such a short period of time. I’d love to

know what is going on behind closed doors, why all of this deception? What’s at stake? I

remember reading maybe a year and a half ago that Sweden announced that the vaccine can

cross the blood brain barrier. Then came the mea culpa. It’s evident they were right but had

to back track. Why is this happening?

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Clark 5 hr ago · edited 3 hr ago

I caught the end of a local news report from research at the University of Miami, I

believe, let found two cases of Women who pack coven at some point during pregnancy

and gave birth to children whose whose heads did not grow it normal rate. I don't know if

they ruled out any other issues, but they were saying that the virus can cross the

placenta the baby can be infected. One mother had strong symptoms needed to be

house was the other was almost a systematic and the babies we're not positive when

they were born. I'll have to look it up but it seems like research looking to find a problem.

I call the new station and told them they should do some independent investigation on

reports the high rates of stillborns and miscarriages from the vaccines. She actually

single little receptive to the idea and said thanks sweetie suggestion. The problem is I

then did a search of my own Page page after p. is almost always the so-called fact

checks that the claim to debunk the "myth". I did find one study that compiled numerous

studies from hundreds of whittled down to like 21 that had, "low to moderate bias"

including Cochrane, and and found no significant difference, but they did admit that

there were many low quality studies included and did not account for a number of

factors, and the possible the longer term effect of the vaccines (maybe they only look at

it within a few weeks of the vaccine). I didn't want to recommend Steve's substack

because they might have dismissed it out of hand.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Jeff Nickerson 11 hr ago

I used to think pigs would never fly, but then the swine flu

LIKE (11) REPLY

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 12 hr ago

I was at CVS pharmacy and saw a Mom bring in two masked toddlers for covid shots. It took

great restraint not to choke her to death. She is a child abuser.
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LIKE (11) REPLY (3)

Chiadrum 10 hr ago

I’ve done literally everything within my power to wake my “woke” sister out of her coma.

It’s literally impossible. Punch line- she’s a decorated science teacher. I’m so scared for

her and the kids in woketard Vermont. Will the school system force them to be jabbed in

perpetuity? If so, simply a matter of time before tragedy strikes. At least she is following

the science. Too bad she won’t listen to her redneck moron bro. “At least I know my

family and I are safe” she keeps repeating like a robot as she is surrounded by

aggressive cancers and suicide.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3)

Amy G 3 hr ago

I have gone through the same thing with my sister. I feel all of your pain. It is

completely heartbreaking. My poor little niece and nephew now see a Cardiologist

and Pulmonologist. Can't figure out what's wrong. She and her husband are both

teachers and her mother and sister in law are nurses. Little old me that has a

logging business never stood a chance.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Chiadrum 2 hr ago

Yup and she and my mom both played the "science" card with me. As in I

obviously don't believe in it. Meanwhile, I have spent hundreds of hours

researching and getting educated on all of this. They read a blurb in the Atlantic

and jabs for life is the only path. Little miss science had her kids wearing masks

outside in rural Vermont and shrieked on Facebook that she was being

sentenced to death when she had to return to classroom teaching. She

REFUSES to learn any more about Covid, it's time to move on you see. I guess I

would want to move on too if I had poisoned my children for no logical reason.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Napoleon The Narrow Path 9 hr ago

I assume she drives a car, every day, multiple times a day, with the kids inside. She

and the kids are not safe doing that. Tell her to stop driving if she wants to be safe.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Chiadrum 2 hr ago

They fly down ice covered mountains on sticks but Covid will kill them :)

LIKE REPLY
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LIKE REPLY

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 10 hr ago

Sadly, covid vaccination is a religious cult. Those that believe in it will never change

their minds.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Chiadrum 2 hr ago

I believe that that pain of admitting their foolishness is far too much to bare.

Neither she or my mom are dumb. Just in permanent denial at this point.

LIKE REPLY

Sloop John B 12 hr ago

Munchausen by proxy is what some call this, by the mother.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 12 hr ago

Imagine the morality of a pharmacist, doctor or nurse that would inject a child with

this poison. They are going to burn in hell.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Sloop John B 2 hr ago

For them hell is years off, and they are atheists anyway. So what do they care in

the here and now? All they know is the here and now.

LIKE REPLY

Lisa B 11 hr ago

They choose their jobs and $ over the children’s lives.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Guy LeBlake Guy’s Substack 11 hr ago · edited 10 hr ago

Stupid...stupid television watching morons. Education via cabal.

My friends cannot visit their grandkids unless they get tested first...and they are jabbed.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Phoenix 15 hr ago

Seems like this is just a game of charades at this point (and has been for quite some time if

we are honest!). Not revolting when mandates sold as “vaccinations” <and cloaked as

unrelated/experimental gene therapies> were passed/pushed through using EUAs was our
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unrelated/experimental gene therapies> were passed/pushed through using EUAs was our

worst mistake! It set the “we won’t fight” tone that’s now horrifically come to deaden our ears

as we listen on! This also meant as long as NO OTHER TREATMENT was written up as

treating x with successful, the government was allowed to continue mandating shots (and

hospitals could continue with their purposeful non-lifesaving protocols, using contraindicated

meds that resulted in more death than saved lives). Btw, ALL those shots were government-

sponsored, government-interfered-with, and/or accompanied by a BigPharma-get-outta-jail-

free-card!

Short reason??!

Those enforcing the “rules” are biggest offenders. When in roles with less authority, can have

difficulty confining self within boundaries (their role as participants totally distracted/misled

others)!

NOTHING is happening because NOTHING is ever SUPPOSED to happen!!!! Those with the

power to bring those to justice for the trials and atrocities of the last several years should

hang the people responsible for wreaking all this havoc the last several years - they are the

only ones! They do nothing because they’d have to arrest and punish only themselves and

their cronies! And that’s just not happening....

Above ALL our pay grades!

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Writes Bilbo'sBitch bilbobitch’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

Yesterday MD's got $10k for reporting COVID death;

Today they get negative $10k, e.g. CASH is removed from their bank account for

associating a death with mRNA

Like Pavlov's dogs how else should the MD's & PHD's respond????

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … 15 hr ago

The whole scenario is bzzare! How can so many doctors in the medical field accept these

current Drug Industry injury and death events? How could so many be absolutely "snowed"

by a for profit product? The vaccine manufacturers lied in the first place about the

effectiveness of their products...they were going out of business from all the lawsuits against

them. I studied how the immune system works. Didn't doctors study the immune system...

and how it works in medical school? When foreign protein enters the bloodstream, the

lymphatic system produces a copious amount of white corpuscles to attack it and get it out!

When poison such as aluminum and mercury, etc., is injected into the bloodsstream it

overwhelms the ability of the immune system to defend the body. With 72 injections
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overwhelms the ability of the immune system to defend the body. With 72 injections

scheduled in the school system today, it is totally destroying our youth.

LIKE (11) REPLY (2)

JimB 15 hr ago

The only explanation that seems to make any sense to me is there is a form of mass

delusion.

2 Thessalonians 2: 11 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they

should believe a lie:

12 That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in

unrighteousness.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Maureen Richmond The Astrology of World Events 15 hr ago

How? Simple: they never actually cared about humans. It was money all along that drew

them into the medical profession.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Cruising Economist Economic Insights For All 15 hr ago · edited 15 hr ago

Mind numbingly horrific since as early as mid 2020 infection fatality rate data clearly

indicated healthy children face zero risk of mortality from COVID. Anyone pushing that lethal

trash on children should suffer major criminal liability.

LIKE (11) REPLY

Writes Pam Blowers Pam’s Substack 15 hr ago

New Zealand is the same. According to Jacinda her Govt. was the ONLY source of truth!

Cannot believe how the rest of the world thinks she is so wonderful.

She has divided this country and admitted it.

NZ was once called Godzone but don't believe anyone would call it that now, full of hate and

prejudice. NO democracy, NO freedom of speech, Family life decimated, her legacy!

LIKE (11) REPLY (4)

disfatbidge 15 hr ago

Here in the US, we would always say that if our country went bad, we’d always try to

move to NZ. Now, there’s no where to go for Freedom

LIKE (9) REPLY

Lighted 11 hr ago
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Lighted 11 hr ago

Nz is 

'

LIKE (1) REPLY

Ottonemo1 13 hr ago

New Xiland.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Patti 6 hr ago

NZ needs to wake up and fight back!

LIKE REPLY

Bill 15 hr ago

Shows you how complete the sell out is..

LIKE (11) REPLY

Patricia Flack 10 hr ago

Always follow the money. One need only read Mr. Kennedy’s book: “The Real Anthony Fauci” ,

( The Serial Killer), to be granted a front row seat to this real life horror movie. The rulers of

darkness did not have to search far or wide for a willing accomplice to their end goals in

Fauci. They simply ripped the pages from his AZT/AIDS history and reactivated him to do their

bidding. They never had to worry if he or his cohorts had a conscience- they do not. Money!

They all willingly killed/are killing for money. I will say Mr. Kirsch, that throughout history God

always provided “a voice in the wilderness” to make paths straight. I am so very grateful for

your voice. I know your work is grueling and frustrating- especially when it seems to fall on

deaf ears and hardened hearts. We The People hear you! I can’t even imagine the crowns

stored up in heaven for you! Thank you, thank you, thank you!

LIKE (10) REPLY

Annette 10 hr ago

I strongly recommend that anybody reading this go by the book, turtles all the way down.

Vaccine science and myth. It should be handed out to anyone thinking of bringing a child into

this world. It should be in every pediatric office and general doctor's office.

LIKE (10) REPLY

Danae 10 hr ago

This is as always not a lack of science but the manifestation of extreme corruption... All

involved know what they are doing. Genocide. No new system will overcome this - systems

from governments to AI are run by human beings who create, programme "systems" - unless
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humanity overcomes "selfishness, greed and needless hate" nothing will change.

And yet, thanks Steve, for rubbing salt in - everytime one of these institutions and individuals

want to "get away" with their agenda.... each article brings light to someone. Your work is

precious. God bless you and all here for their love of life and humanity.

LIKE (10) REPLY

Michelle 4 hr ago

Horrifying that people are accepting/normalizing people dying in records amounts. I’m truly

shocked/dumbfounded.

I’ve never taken any type of meds. Maybe everybody is zoned out on these

anxiety/antidepressants etc… meds.

Terrible how desensitized the majority of America has become.

Spiritual warfare at play.

Grateful I know the Bible and the Lord Jesus 

✝

John 14:6

LIKE (9) REPLY (2)

E. Grogan 3 hr ago

I totally agree with you Michelle. It tears at my heart what is being done to humanity, so

much suffering. And horrifying that many people are simply accepting it. I suspect it's

their way of coping but at some point, at least a great number of these folks will realize

what has been done to humanity - then what? Especially when they realize they got their

kids jabbed and then the kids died. I can't even conceive of how they might feel.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Eliza 2 hr ago

Totally. So many don’t care. Must be all the seared consciences of those who have had

and supported abortion. Our country is filled with evildoers.

LIKE REPLY

John Duckman 12 hr ago

In the U K autopsies were performed on all unexpected deaths as normal procedure, up until

this abomination started.. Now `they` don`t want proof of what `they` know. !!

LIKE (9) REPLY

Writes Bird *Information 13 hr ago

At the very beginning of the pandemic, they preemptively made autopsies on patients
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At the very beginning of the pandemic, they preemptively made autopsies on patients

explicitly illegal in several European countries. We were Not allowed to see what was going

on.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Writes A Midwestern Doctor The Forgotten Side of Medicine 14 hr ago

Studies like this are important because them existing in the literature make other

investigators more comfortable doing them.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

Just wondering how those of us who clearly see are suppose to walk around like nothing just

happened. These horrible wretched humanoids just killed a bunch of people and walked away

with millions. This is not OK.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

Peabody McCallister 15 hr ago

This is purportedly a "$1.6 Trillion dollar Vaccine play"

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Elizabeth Cronin Humpty Dumpty Legal Missive 15 hr ago · edited 15 hr ago

How about a poll on how excited people are with possible presidential candidates! I am so

happy for your push for Kennedy to run. I have spoken to a few people - conservatives,

liberals, even those who believed the Covid narrative, and everyone is excited. If DeSantis

joins Hailey and Vivek Ramaswamy on the Republican side, we are going to have grown-up

election where real issues are discussed. I like them all but I think Kennedy is the best. He has

weathered so many slings and arrows while maintaining a zen composure so he is what we

need right now. I don't think I have ever been optimistic before about any election. So thank

you!

LIKE (9) REPLY (2)

Space Bastard 15 hr ago

Put not your trust in princes...

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

Writes Elizabeth Cronin Humpty Dumpty Legal Missive 15 hr ago

Absolutely. I had an aunt who loved celebrity gossip and British royalty - which is

very odd as her parents left Ireland because of the Brits. I would tease her that the

celebs were asking about her as well which would bring her down to earth on the
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false illusion projected. I do think Kennedy is interested in public service, but my real

trust is only with those I can look in the eye.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Space Bastard 15 hr ago

We are wrapped up in the idea that if we just get the right person in office, he

or she can lead us out of this mess.

I think we're past that point; to paraphrase someone in Substackland, we're

going to need great Americans before we're going to get a great America again.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Writes Elizabeth Cronin Humpty Dumpty Legal Missive 15 hr ago

Yep. It all starts with us. You can have a great farmer but if the seeds are

rancid, nothing will grow. But if you have healthy seeds, they can grow with

even a crappy farmer - or something like that.

LIKE (2) REPLY

disfatbidge 15 hr ago

I think RFK is a good man. The Democrats will do everything to destroy him.

And they will never let him win the nomination.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Lisa 14 hr ago

Imagine him debating old man Biden. Big ratings!

LIKE (2) REPLY

186no 9 hr ago

Especially those who think Ardern is a "good person"......

LIKE REPLY

JAN KAUFFMAN 15 hr ago

Trump 2024 

) ) )

LIKE (1) REPLY

Amy G 2 hr ago · edited 2 hr ago

It's as if we have the same sister. And I am with you on the 100's of hours of research. I think I

posted somewhere more than a year ago about how I have all of this knowledge and nobody

wants to hear it. I don't even try anymore. These people want to be told what to do so they
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wants to hear it. I don't even try anymore. These people want to be told what to do so they

can have their freetime be for watching stupid, pointless videos online. I keep wondering how

much more reading I can even do on this topic. It still seems that those of us who didn't fall

for any of this are still mostly the ones who care.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Eliza 1 hr ago

Yep

LIKE REPLY

Thomas Marsh 3 hr ago

If there is one thing that has so corrupted the entire medical profession it has been the “

putting their heads in the sand” approach to problem solving. The Medical Associations have

now defined the political playbook on what is ethical and what is unethical...and looking into

death and their dealers when it comes to anything COVID is near banned...what will it be

next...contaminated foods with these same vaccines and resultant harm? And what will be the

next thing banned...breast cancer deaths from an ineffective chemo drug....deaths from

defective antibiotics? The medical profession has become a corrupted arm of blatant

politics...HCQ/ivermectin is a perfect example of a ban that created harm..India found it

worked great...even the WHO pushed it but not here in USA?!

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Jason 1 hr ago

It boils down to greed. With the love of money being the root of all evil, the dollar will

always win out over morality. Especially here in America.

LIKE REPLY

Tom Neville 3 hr ago

Steve, You are inspirational! Why don’t you offer to pay for the autopsies for the next 10

families with a vaccine death? They might get enough evidence for a compensation case, and

you would get more evidence of vaccine damage! Why not start a contribution fund to pay for

autopsies for many families? I would contribute, and I bet many others would - especially with

your seed money proving the concept. I suspect many families would like to know if the jab

killed their loved one. With your leadership, and additional leadership of others with big

platforms, I suspect you could trigger a major crowd sourced evidence machine. Keep

fighting! Tom Neville

LIKE (8) REPLY (2)

Carol 3 hr ago
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Yes, this is what I have been thinking. Ryan Cole could suggest pathologists to do them.

Some may even do it pro bono.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Organic Consumer 2 hr ago

I am ready to donate for such autopsies, payment in advance!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Blondie237 3 hr ago

I don't understand why this wouldn't happen automatically in a case like this.. a young person

dying. That is not "normal". Why wouldn't authorities investigate for foul play? At the very

least, why wouldn't the parents ask for one? If my child died, I would want to know.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Aunt Ohm 4 hr ago

The parents, friends and family as well as work constituents of these people young and old

that are dropping dead after being vaxxed need to write to you so you can put it out there...

Kind of a bulletin board of their actual words and writings in a collage. What would be really

cool is if you could find a mayor of a town whose citizenry are very anti-vax and have an artist

do all of the individual stories of those they've lost due to the vax on a big wall, side of a

building or something? Of course using paint that can't be spray painted over.... Graffiti proof

paint. I can see it in my mind's eye.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Bridget 4 hr ago

Great suggestion!

LIKE (3) REPLY

Ellen Rixford 7 hr ago

In this past 2.5 years, since the rollout of the poison Covid injections, at least 7 of my friends,

neighbors, colleagues have either died or had terribly disabling and permanent adverse

events for which their very recent injections were responsible. They were ignored or gaslit by

doctors; any doctor connected with their hospitals who showed any understanding or offered

real help suddenly disappeared, they received no compensation for crushing medical

expenses, some are suicidal. Their families are devastated. Many many people around the

world have seen others in this situation. So many more will occur that support for the whole

Corona scam narrative will no longer be tenable. There is no more sure life lesson than the

bitter experience.

LIKE (8) REPLY
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LIKE (8) REPLY

Fred Jewett 7 hr ago

Moving forward, the next authority to look into as the possible source of this medical

malfeasance is the Federation of State Medical Boards who provides the guidance for each

state medical board who in turn determine who gets and who keeps their MD license! If

doctors have been coerced into not saying anything negative about the vaccine then this is

where the first lawsuits need to hit hard. Basically the medical licensing boards are not

protecting the public when they cover up deaths caused by the pharma products they push.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

evh4ever 7 hr ago

This has been going on long before Covid-19. Purdue Pharma had salespeople bribing

doctors to prescribe Oxycontin to people who had pain easily treated by aspirin. When

journalists questioned if Oxycontin was addictive they threatened to sue them into

oblivion. So this is not new behavior for Big Pharma.

Look at the push to brainwash kids into thinking they are trans. More money for

experimental drugs from Big Pharma.

Yesterday a story was broken of a biological male planning attacks on schools in

Colorado Springs similar to Nashville. Fortunately the plans and the "tranifesto" was

discovered before anything happened.

Has anyone noticed most of these "trans" kids are white? Because teachers know if they

pull that stunt with a black or Mexican kid they will get a beat down.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Fred Jewett 6 hr ago

The deal between MDs and pharma companies is that liability for adverse effects

transfers from the doctor to the pharma company when their product is prescribed

so doctors prefer to prescribe a pill over taking responsibility for alternative non-

pharma treatments. The boards are made up of doctors so they of course follow the

same logic. Pharma companies have deeper pockets.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Truthseeker 5 hr ago

The medical cartel is only after profits. It’s not about health.

I just learned the American Academy for Pediatrics just published new guidance for

children with obesity- guess what the standard of care was decided to be for

CHILDREN? …bariatric surgery and weight loss pills.
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CHILDREN? …bariatric surgery and weight loss pills.

That about sums it up.

Cause they can’t make any money on nutrition education and getting a kid off

screens and more active.

The whole medical establishment has been totally corrupted by money- and they’re

gonna recommend whatever is most profit profitable to patients. Not what’s in their

best interests now.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Steppen-Wolf 9 hr ago · edited 9 hr ago

We haven't heard anything yet. There is already a flood of children dying from the "vaccines",

but we're going to see more and more of a flood of them. My God, the poor children! Imagine

being children again and allowing someone you trust(ed) to inject this massive poison into

your bodies, or someone you trusted pushing you, perhaps even holding you down, to get the

"vaccine", and then you die a horrible death. And the suffering of the parents who truly

love(d) their children, whose children died from this massive crime against humanity! Imagine

the level of guilt they feel! I would imagine that some, if not a lot, of those parents are either

going to commit suicide, or go on a psychopathic revenge spree. As I've been saying for

years now, the entire world is going insane on an express train to hell on earth, and I imagine

that all hell on earth is going to break loose as never before very soon!

And when all hell on earth does break loose, most people, including most cops, will refuse to

hear or believe that the deaths of those peoples' children were due to the "vaccines".

Instead, they'll believe that the distraught parents over the deaths of their children, simply

went homicidal due only to their grief, and only because their children died, not due to WHY

they died! Once brainwashed, usually always brainwashed, never to wake up before it's too

late! Most of us should be non-violently rising up against this intentionallly-created madness,

and not calming down until it is COMPLETELY stopped!

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

One would hope these many parents would come out and tell of their story, loud and

clear. Please go liten to Bobby Kennedy`s interview part 2 on Epoch times, Jay V:s

interviews with American thinkers. Very revealing indeed!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

%

bee 7 hr ago

https://rumble.com/v2ggaqo-exclusive-who-whistleblower-confirms-horror-mrna-

narrative-a-psyop-shots-ar.html
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narrative-a-psyop-shots-ar.html

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Jimychanga Surfing the New Normal 11 hr ago

Here's how we can help put an end to it!

GET INVOLVED!!

A victory in Missouri would apply WORLD WIDE!!!!!

HB1169 in Missouri would require disclosure and informed consent for any product (including

food) that would produce impacts on the human body similar to a gene therapy drug.

https://dailyclout.io/renz-missouri-house-testimony-biotech-admits-gates-gmo-factory-

food-is-a-gene-therapy/

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

PLEASE go listen to Epoch Times interview with Bobby Kennedy part 2, American

thinkers by Jay V. Explains it all!

LIKE REPLY

Janna 13 hr ago

Florida is part of the bunch despite them trying to convince us otherwise. Their hospitals also

mandate the standard "death protocol" of Remesdivir when one is presented with Covid.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 12 hr ago · edited 12 hr ago

I am shocked Florida's Surgeon general allows the use of remdesivir. In any case Tony

Fauci gets a dividend for each dose given.

LIKE (4) REPLY

tinadodson 14 hr ago

It's totally LUDICROUS that nowhere in the U.S. has looked into doing autopsies yet! It may

be that those who do autopsies are morticians, undertakers, etc. and the few who have done

them and went public and reported some pretty alarming results - like John O'Looney -

apparently have been censored (or who knows...)?

LIKE (8) REPLY

Writes Freebird Freebird’s Substack 15 hr ago

They don't want to look bc they're part of the corruption! Bc big pharma paid them off .. they

brought stocks .. mandated and coerced. To owns up to it then they've to admit their crimes..
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brought stocks .. mandated and coerced. To owns up to it then they've to admit their crimes..

same playbook with childhood vax caused all sorts of autoimmune diseases and autism. But

they'll never come clean instead they give any adverse reactions a new name.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Carol 3 hr ago

Why is Florida dragging its heels?

LIKED (7) REPLY (1)

KundaliniAndCellTowers 54 min ago · edited 53 min ago

Limited hangout / controlled opposition. DeSantis has stated that his favorite presidents

were Bush I and Bush II.

LIKE REPLY (1)

1 new reply

Laura Krown 4 hr ago

They can't hide the truth forever.

How sad that it will take many more children dying before the truth is no longer deniable.

God bless everyone trying to get the truth out.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

E. Grogan 3 hr ago

And God bless and protect the children. They are innocent.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Clare Goldsberry 4 hr ago

How terrible! One thing I've noticed in reading Mark Crispin Miller's listings of deaths each

week (the ones he and his volunteers can find) is that those dying (supposedly) from the jab

are getting younger and younger and even include infants (mothers likely had the jab during

pregnancy -- the jab is safe and effective for pregnant women). Children will suffer the

horrible adverse events of this killer jab, which is part of the depopulation plan.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Bridget 4 hr ago

The inconsolable grief these families will live with is heartbreaking.

And all by design.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)
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E. Grogan 3 hr ago

I can't imagine how the parents will feel when they realize they made their kid get

jabbed, only to find that it killed their child. Especially when one parent thought it

was a great idea and the other one knew that it might injure/kill their child.

Horrendous.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

I think they go into denial. It's a recipe for divorce in the situation you

mentioned.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Dianna Sanchez 5 hr ago

My father-in-law just spent a week in our local VA hospital due to one lung being half filled

with fluid! Of course doctors had no clue, ran all kinds of tests...still clueless! It's now been

over a week and coincidentally the results are not back! PS he's vax'd and boosted! We've

argued til we were blue in the face and even sent articles. You can lead a horse to water, but

you can't make it drink!

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

E. Grogan 3 hr ago

Prayers for your father-in-law, dear. My heart goes out to you. At this point IMO all that

can be done is to hope he recovers and simply accept that he made a decision that

wasn't good for him and to have compassion for him. Hope he is able to recover. Very

sad. We are like innocents being led to the slaughter.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Dianna Sanchez 3 hr ago

Thank you, but I think saddest part is he won't even consider it's the vax/boosters

and you KNOW VA won't come back saying that was a possibility! I bet it comes

back inconclusive or some far fetched diagnosis people with common sense

wouldn't take for an answer! My mother-in-law, his wife, was in the hospital not too

long after one of her shots. Of course my husband asked could it be the vax and he

said no! She was vomiting and had diarrhea and became so dehydrated her kidneys

started to shut down. She kept saying it was a undercooked hamburger, however

even doctor said it could not have been that. She still tells the story it was the

burger. 

*

 She wasn't even in a week and in that time went from working 5 days at

Walmart to then needing to first be moved to a pt center for at least a week. She
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didn't want to go, but they coherced her with saying when you're ready you can

leave. Well that was COMPLETE BS and when she said she felt good enough to

leave after a few days they got mad at her then threatened insurance might not pay

if she left early! All they were trying to do was recoup money lost from Scamdemic

when all non critical surgeries etc were canceled! We live in a predominately

conservative town, but our hospitals are owned by out of town whackadoodle liberal

companies worried about money not Healthcare!

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Eliza 1 hr ago

Our hospitals have become killing fields.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Dianna Sanchez 1 hr ago

Isn't that the darn truth!!! And you know more of the doctors and nurses

know it too, but to keep their job...root of all evil money...they play along!

I've said from beginning...medical field could have shut the Scamdemic

down after month one if all the ones that knew would have banned

together! I had SEVERAL nurse friends telling me...this is such crap...we

are not full or remotely overwhelmed with rona patients! One told me...I got

it and my husband cared for me and did not get it until 2 months later! So

highly contagious was a joke!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Eliza 1 hr ago

So satan and love of money win again.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Dianna Sanchez 1 hr ago

Until the Lord comes back for us. Then God and us win! 

+

 

❤

LIKE (1) REPLY

Karl Elshoff 3 hr ago

People have trouble believing their government could lie to them. This is a good

argument for a VERY limited federal government. Hope people wake up soon to this

holocaust.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Dianna Sanchez 3 hr ago
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Dianna Sanchez 3 hr ago

Oh I can understand that. I mean who wants to believe there are people, other than

serial killers, that want to murder us, our children, and grandchildren?! However, the

Bible didn't state "The root off ALL evil is the LOVE of money" for kicks and giggles!

My fav is when people think the clot shots are horrible, but flu vax's, etc are fine! I'm

like okay let's really think about this...you don't trust one, but trust another created

by SAME pharmaceutical companies???

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

COVID vaccine nasal spray shows strong immune response in study: 'Could be

a game changer' | Fox News

https://www.foxnews.com/health/covid-vaccine-nasal-spray-shows-strong-

immune-response-study-could-be-game-changer

LIKE REPLY (3)

Bridget 2 hr ago

How can we trust anything Pharma offers at this point? I’ve given up Botox

for my migraines because I know those vials must be kept chilled.

But, hey, I can’t avoid food, so maybe it’s a moot point.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 2 hr ago

Yes Bridget. New mRNA vegetables are under development. All seeds

that have not been genetically modified will probably be oulawed to

ensure we all get our boosters every time we eat a salad. And over on

Igor Chudov's substack he reports that Bill Gates has called for

"supplements" to be mandated. He's started with seaweed

supplements contiaining bromide for cows but we'll probably be next.

He's also called for mask mandates for cows.

LIKE REPLY

Dianna Sanchez 2 hr ago

Not a snowballs chance in hell! I had rona in Nov of '20. It was not a big

deal. The worst symptom was I was exhausted! Today most of the people

getting it have been vaccinated! Most getting Omicron...which how do they

know when there's NOT a test for rona and they can't isolate it under a

microphone...are the vaccinated. There's even reports those dying from
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microphone...are the vaccinated. There's even reports those dying from

rona are the vaccinated! So that's a double hell no for me! It's April '23 and

all is good because God gave me an immune system! All vaccines do is

trigger your body to attack itself! Thus hence the ENORMOUS amount of

people that have Autoimmune diseases! And I certainly don't trust 98% of

what Faux News reports on!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Eliza 2 hr ago

They can shove that nasal spray up another orifice, right?!!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 1 hr ago

Nicely put Eliza!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Peter Sawchuk Peter’s Newsletter 5 hr ago

Worldwide people are waking up. Eventually one government will for political expediency call

for these autopsies. It has to happen somewhere and once it does it will open the floodgates

on this travesty. It won't happen in the U.S. It won't happen in Canada but somewhere it will

happen and it will start a movement back to sanity. Why do you think our governments are

busy passing laws to ban foreign content in what we read? It may not happen here but

somewhere in the world it will happen.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Sun 5 hr ago

It can happen in the US...better believe it. Enough USA galloping horses come

together....and they are!!

LIKE (4) REPLY

Lizabee 7 hr ago

Tests for Covid infection were neg. PCR (mRNA) and Antigen (presumably nucleocapsid Ag),

but no spike protein (SP) tissue stains in these post-vax autopsies or some measurement of

antibodies to SP in the blood. Vax SP is considered the smoking gun but possibly the lipid

nanoparticle (LNP) or the synthetic mRNA could invoke inflammation. Why is this so difficult

to do SP stain? Dr. Arne Burkhardt has given evidence for it with special immunostaining in

his autopsies. Dr. Ryan Cole has talked about it and given some evidence of his own but he

shows Dr. Burkhardt's slides. There aren't enough well-documented, published complete

autopsy or biopsy reports demonstrating post-vax SP etiology for the inflammatory infiltrates.
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Would like to see that "slam dunk."

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Gordon Groves 6 hr ago

just simply not true. Keep looking...

LIKE REPLY (1)

Lizabee 5 hr ago

Got links of Burkhardt-like evidence of SP? Would love to read them.

LIKE REPLY (1)

DUANE HAYES 3 hr ago

There is the paper, it comes up on Google, "On Covid vaccines: why they

cannot work and irrefutable evidence of their causative role in deaths after

vaccination." There are 15 autopsies in the paper. Drs. Bhakdi and Burkhardt

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Lizabee 2 hr ago · edited 2 hr ago

That's a summary of Dr. Arne Burkhardt, the German pathologist's autopsy

findings. I had watched his original video presentation. I'm looking for

ADDITIONAL detailed scientific reports other than that German one, e.g.,

like this Japanese autopsy report cited by Kirsch above but for some

inexplicable reason, no SP staining. It's almost impossible to find actual

published/pre-published articles on post-vax autopsies and biopsies (e.g.,

myocardial biopsies) with details, images of histology that INCLUDES SP

immunohistochemical staining. I don't deny just the appearance of the

inflammatory infiltrates closely related temporarily to the Covid jab is

excellent path evidence but why not do a Burkhardt "slam dunk" and stain

for SP? I can't believe Burkhardt is the only one documenting that. Would

love to see any simple post-covid autopsy path report with SP staining

from Dr. Ryan Cole. He says he's done it and shows a few of his own slides

intermixed with Burkhardt's and then discusses theoretical

pathophysiological mechanisms. Just present a clinicopathologic

presentation of a post-vax autopsy case with images of the slides

including SP staining to show the cause of death due to the vax. That's

what Pathologists do. I would consider it a miracle to find an official

Medical Examiner report that documented myocardial SP staining (with or

w/o inflammation) in a post-vax sudden death case.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)
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LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

DUANE HAYES 2 hr ago

We should have dozens of coroners discussing this right here on this

platform. Their absence is damning. If any of us here personally know

a coroner, please reach out and inquire. I think Steve has tried to talk

to some and they confide in him personally, but refuse to speak

publicly. These people are cowards, complicit,with murder if they

refuse to talk. I would think that as Americans, there would be more

courage shown.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Joseph Kerner Create Your Ideal Life 8 hr ago

Dr. Arne Burkhardt is a German pathologist who has performed many autopsies the past 2

years. He has shown conclusive causation between these "vaccines" and death.

He stated: “Not a single organ, not a single bodily function, is unharmed after one of these

shots.”

LIKE (7) REPLY

Liz Nitardy 8 hr ago

Thank you, Steve. I shared this far and wide. If anyone spends the time reading a case study,

this is the one to read. I was especially appreciative that the authors did not include the

ridiculous sentence that most case studies include - - 'please continue getting covid shot

even though everything you've read in this case study screams that you shouldn't.'

I don't know what I would have done without you throughout this COVID debacle. You have

been a beacon of light in a very big mess. Thank you so much

LIKE (7) REPLY

CiCi 12 hr ago

I’ve noticed young teens dying for a decade or two and they’ve always been classified as a

subclinical congenital heart defect, but I always wondered if it was gardasil, which is timed

around the ages I would see young people dying. So many people want to let sleeping dogs

lie in the case of the death of a loved one So I’m afraid our answers may have to come from

morbidity cases for that reason alone. It’s a travesty.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Writes Kalle Möllmann Kalle’s Substack 12 hr ago

When a society believes more in DRUGS - than in God's NATURE - it will DRUG their kids

to death
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to death

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 11 hr ago

Even before covid parents were drugging their kids with Ritalin which is basically

amphetamine. We have no idea what is going to happen to these kids long term.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Kalle Möllmann Kalle’s Substack 11 hr ago · edited 11 hr ago

We do know - if we want to know - all these ANTI-depressants & DRUGS for

KIDS like RITALIN create chronically ill kids, that need DRUGS, DRUGS & more

DRUGS to their death!

.

And sometimes these KIDS realize what the American society does to them, so

they escape into being CHRONICALLY ill, escape into AUTISM, escape into

SUICIDE or escape into AMOK & MASS-MURDER & the drone-killer - as we call

Obama in Germany - he gets himself the Nobel price for peace and sells the

SCAM to the stupid public as "Obamacare" . . .

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Kalle Möllmann Kalle’s Substack 11 hr ago

Another example for a "stupid public":

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/war/who-is-funding-

ukraine/?

utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RSS

LIKE REPLY

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 12 hr ago · edited 12 hr ago

It's possible that since there are plans to inject cows, pigs' chicken and other livestock with

mrna shots that they won't need to vaccinate us to poison us. But it gets even better for the

psychopathic globalists as there are patents coming out for airborne mrna products that can

be sprayed on the general public from aircraft .How is that informed consent. If you think this

is a conspiracy, the military already did something similar a long time ago.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Sea-Spray

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Writes Guy LeBlake Guy’s Substack 10 hr ago

Governments have done thousands of intentional horrific experiments on humanity for
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Governments have done thousands of intentional horrific experiments on humanity for

centuries.

There will be no upper limit to their evil.....only what satan inspires them toward.

Now we have ALL of public education pushing child sexual grooming, paedofiles and

explicit sexual content on grade schoolers, and the school boards, teachers, admin.,

parents, and most voters it seems...are all in.

There will be a judgement so harsh visited upon all western society for our demonic

minded debauchery.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Rich 13 hr ago

We are living during an active brutal genocide.

The only thing that will stop this is the elimination of the source of this genocide. The vermin

who are doing this. We know who they are, it is way past the time for them to be destroyed in

totality. It is a simple solution to a horrific problem. It won't be easy but it must be done.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 13 hr ago · edited 13 hr ago

Terminate with extreme prejudice. What people don't realize if we just execute a couple

of these criminals the rest will sing like canaries.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes Bilbo'sBitch bilbobitch’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

Yesterday MD's got $10k for reporting COVID death;

Today they get negative $10k removed from their bank account for associating a death with

mRNA

Like Pavlov's dogs how else should the MD's & PHD's respond????

LIKED (7) REPLY (1)

tinadodson 14 hr ago

Is this factual? Where can I find documentation?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Bilbo'sBitch bilbobitch’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

Ex-CIA Coleman claims that an international committee, led by the Bilderberg Group

and Western intelligence agencies, would steer the world towards a dystopian

future, in which 4 billion “useless eaters” would be eliminated by 2030 through
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future, in which 4 billion “useless eaters” would be eliminated by 2030 through

limited wars, organized epidemics, and starvation.

...

Funny Peter Thiel Trump campaign manager ( &financier) 2016 & 2024 is

BilderBerg-USA president, and BilderbergGroup-UK rules the world & London

Banks;

https://newspunch.com/cia-agents-1992-confession-unearthed-wef-will-kill-4-

billion-by-2030/

LIKE (2) REPLY

Monica M 15 hr ago · edited 14 hr ago

Steve, respectfully, I thought it was Dr Astrid Stuckelberger who said you can’t find what you

aren’t looking for...& I thought she was referring to Dr Ryan Cole not being an expert in

nanotechnology & not looking for graphene in the jabs. I could be mistaken, but I thought she

said that. Either way, I didn’t know that about the autopsies here in the U.S., & of course, that

makes sense to continue this fraud & this diabolical agenda. Thank you again for all you do!

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 15 hr ago

The Stew Peters Show just interviewed Dr. Astrid Stuckleberger.

https://rumble.com/v2ggaqo-exclusive-who-whistleblower-confirms-horror-mrna-

narrative-a-psyop-shots-ar.html

LIKE (3) REPLY

Meenu 15 hr ago

The architects of the plandemic are very happy...the shot is very effective for what its really

designed for...they are only a handful of ppl but this 0.01% control 90% of the world's

wealth...they are able to shut up even the family members who are dying suddenly...most of

the minions even don't know and still think this shot had anything to do with Convid...

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Writes Bilbo'sBitch bilbobitch’s Newsletter 14 hr ago · edited 11 hr ago

"Trust the Science" - Human Extermination

"To Serve Man" - It's a cook book

Move along, nothing to see here;

"The death of one person is a tragedy, the death of 4 Billion is a statistic" - Kissinger

LIKED (5) REPLY
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LIKED (5) REPLY

Kevin Brink 15 hr ago

democrats want this for their "climate change" pseudoscience" and, more importantly, single

party authoritarian rule.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

how insulting to the actual field of science

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes Grasshopper Kaplan Grasshoppper’s KGRaS Grasshopp… 15 hr ago

I think autopsies ought to be mandatory for anyone who injexttxted and died.

And since they were forced to do it , those who compelled the Harmacide scamdemic ought

to pay for the costs , and the damages...

I think a literal read of the 14th amend will end this shit today Steve

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

we're not even asking, "Did you take the jab"?, when mom's having severe hypertensive

crisis babies in the NICU

so how we progress to the autopsies?

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Lisa 14 hr ago

Get a new president.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Carl Eric Scott PostModernConservative 12 hr ago

State legislatures. State authority over health is difficult to get around when it's

asserted, as we all learned the hard way when most governors abused that

power 3 years ago. Lots could be done in the state legislative arena if there was

the will.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Eliza 2 hr ago

While we keep playing substack/alternative media tag the psychopathic murderers intend to

pollute our food with the mRNA poison. We need to hold these criminals accountable and
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pollute our food with the mRNA poison. We need to hold these criminals accountable and

now.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Browse 1 hr ago

Nothing will be done. These sociopaths control the world and all systems in it. They have

grown too powerful. This is why they are so bold lately. They own the media, the

governments, the corporations and the courts. There will be no Nuremberg 2.0 since this

isn't isolated to a particular country or locale. Everyone contributed to the mass

poisoning.

LIKED (3) REPLY (1)

Eliza 1 hr ago

We can hold them accountable. Start at the local level with law enforcement and a

righteous judge.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1)

1 new reply

Robyn 3 hr ago

Interesting interview. Laura Jeffery is a 27-year licensed funeral director who details what she

has seen in the embalming process of deceased individuals who got the abomination-shot.

She says that she's never seen these shocking clots before the jab roll-out and describes

them as resembling a parasite.

Jeffery also reveals a massive government cover-up that's been hiding all the dead babies,

stating that the bodies are no longer reaching the funeral homes in big cities while in small

communities the number is skyrocketing.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/G4aiEysXcwCQ/

LIKED (6) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 2 hr ago

We are hearing more and more reports like hers as people overcome their fears to speak

out.

These casualties could have been averted if people stood together against the clot shot

from the beginning.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Vivien C Buckley 3 hr ago

I just watched on youtube a speech by Dr. Aseem Malhotra “Has big pharma hijacked
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I just watched on youtube a speech by Dr. Aseem Malhotra “Has big pharma hijacked

evidence based medicine.” It’s a must see.

LIKED (6) REPLY (1)

Eliza 2 hr ago

He’s like many decades late to the party.

LIKE (1) REPLY

KEMSTONE17 4 hr ago

Shoot anybody that tries to Vax you. It’s a death shot !

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Gordon Shumway 4 hr ago

Make no mistake, anybody coming at me with a syringe is making a mistake!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

Better to be judged by 12 than carried by 6?

LIKE (2) REPLY

Bridget 4 hr ago

Self defense is a human right.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Garry Blankenship 4 hr ago

Ryan Cole is ideally suited to this task, with his education, vast experience, his own business

and his own lab. Determining cause of death seems elusive to me, but assuming it can be

definitively done, Dr. Ryan Cole can do it. I rely on the post injection overwhelming excess

death statistics available through sources not under our Government's direct control. If not

read already, read "Cause Unknown" by Ed Dowd.

LIKE (6) REPLY

Cchic 5 hr ago

I live in Florida and I’m extremely disappointed they haven’t pursuit doing the adequate

autopsies. Unless maybe family members of those deceased not allowing them? Steve,

please look into this. Ask our Surgeon General.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 2 hr ago
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DeSoros doesn't want to upset his puppet masters.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Bridget 2 hr ago

-

LIKE REPLY

Truthseeker 5 hr ago

One obstacle for some families is likely the expense of an autopsy… after the sudden death of

a family member

I read a good autopsy can cost $6,000!! On top of funeral costs, that would deter a lot of

families!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Sean S. 5 hr ago

When there is an unknown cause of death in a young person the county should be

paying for the autopsy. Unfortunately if the person dies in a hospital the attending

physician (who is not a trained pathologist) will record the manner of death and the body

will be taken to the mortuary instead of the medical examiner's office. This is a common

issue all across the country.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Writes Peter Sawchuk Peter’s Newsletter 5 hr ago

There is no money for autopsies. All the money went to Ukraine!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes Blair Darkness to Light 3 hr ago

It sure did. I don't see the grift stopping anytime soon.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Truthseeker 5 hr ago

And a family in shock and grieving when their family member was well and then is

suddenly found dead or dies… may not be in the presence of mind to request an

autopsy… out of shock and just not knowing they can request it. It would be up to

the medical professionals to suggest it to the family…. and they’re probably not. For

obvious reasons.

LIKE (4) REPLY
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Boo Taylor 6 hr ago

Also, do NOT buy into the fear porn!! We need as much light and love shining as possible, not

dread and fear, that is what they thrive on. Please look at the positive and love love love.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Gordon Groves 6 hr ago

Fear or not, it is here to stay. Don't drink the Latypova nonsense. We must deal with the

realities, that we are useless eaters and the WEF has frightened every government in the

world into submission. The next wave is coming, so we all need not go to sleep

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 6 hr ago

They do not look because they know what they will find and they do not want a record of their

findings.

LIKE (6) REPLY

Very_Well_Then 7 hr ago

Now with turboCancers ramping up you must learn how to protect your covid vaccinated

friends and family with fenbendazole, a safe, cheap OTC medicine that eradicates most

cancers. Read the Case Reports and the science behind it https://fenbendazole.substack.com

it’s all free, not even selling subscriptions. It’s a pay-it-forward project

.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Truthseeker 5 hr ago

Yup. Just heard last night. Man had been in remission for many years… now cancer is

active again.

And last summer a friend’s dad was dx with liver cancer and was dead within days. Only

case of that I’ve ever heard of in all my days.

LIKE (1) REPLY

%

bee 7 hr ago

RFK MUST have this information and be willing to debate Trump on this!

LIKE (6) REPLY

Mark Leo 9 hr ago

I’ve been hearing a lot of commercials on the radio lately for ATTR CM - some kind of heat

issue due to abnormal proteins clumping into amyloid fibrils. Guess who the commercials are

sponsored by - our good friends fizer. Could be this is connected to the jab, i.e., something
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sponsored by - our good friends fizer. Could be this is connected to the jab, i.e., something

that was once truly rare is more common now. Enough so to flood the radio withs add for their

new drug ...

LIKED (6) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 7 hr ago · edited 7 hr ago

They own the radio. Surprise, they have methods and money-making procedures to

mitigate the damage that their poison did. A global genocide will be run and operated by

wolves in sheep's threads. Have you seen any blood drives? The masonic hall around the

corner (satans church) was doing a blood drive over the last year. Why? Not for the

reason most would think. This could be a mass extinction event. Let's see. What are the

prerequisites? We know they are evil scum, right? They have massive funding, and our

taxes pay for it. So, we are paying for our own extinction, right? They are, like Steve

wrote, ignoring the obvious and not stopping the poison injections and are planning

more and new terror about H5N1 and a spreading fungal infection. When it looks like a

duck and quacks like a duck .... its a F'ing duck.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Kalle Möllmann Kalle’s Substack 12 hr ago

This is a long & carefully planned GENOCIDE by the authorities.

As GENOCIDE is illegal everywhere - these authorities are CRIMINALS - that go to jail for life.

So they go "all in" on the CAMOUFLAGE of their greatest crime ever.

So you need to find ONE judge in ONE country . . .

. . . who has not been bribed . . .

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes Kalle Möllmann Kalle’s Substack 12 hr ago

Try to find an HONEST judge inside the most criminally corrupted justice-system of the

world!

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/rule-of-law/donald-trump-

will-be-convicted/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RSS

LIKE REPLY

Maui Freedom Fighter 14 hr ago

DEMON$ of Depopulation across the World are stopping these Common Sense Inquiries

...TOO MUCH $$$ at Stake ! GOD "will take care of these Demon$" in HIS time and in HIS

WAY...in the meantime we Continue to DEMAND TRUTH and DEMAND Accountability....I think

when Insurance Companies Publish their "DIED SUDDENLY" Payout$ at some Point the $$$
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when Insurance Companies Publish their "DIED SUDDENLY" Payout$ at some Point the $$$

TRUTH will be REVEALED !!!! Fight ON Warriors !!!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 14 hr ago

Yes, God will take care of them, and all the dollars on the planet will not save them.

Guess we should pity the fools. I'll try, but don't count on it.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes yantra yantra’s Substack 15 hr ago

hey at least here in the SF northbay area (CA) the mask mandates are waning

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Renee Marie 13 hr ago

If people in SF, North Bay Area weren’t such compliant SHEEP, it would have waned a

long time ago. I lost my job and fought against the mask mandate at stores, doctors, etc.

What I witnessed made me ashamed for most people (nearly ALL). It scares the crap out

of me to know I live amongst people as cowardly as this.

LIKED (5) REPLY (1)

unhappytocomply 12 hr ago

Yes, you should be scared. Now you know--but our MASTERS know, too!

The New Serfdom is becoming clear.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1)

Renee Marie 12 hr ago

Because most people don’t even know what serfdom is. Haven’t we been

slaves our whole lives? It’s insane when you think about it.

LIKED (3) REPLY (1)

unhappytocomply 12 hr ago

Supporting documentation to legislation under the FDR regime after 1933

actually refers to US citizens as "slaves" and "enemies of the state".

LIKE (2) REPLY

Discernment Is key 15 hr ago

Are family members allowed to request autopsies? Demand? Put in a will, that if I die post

vaccine within a certain time line (whatever that may be), do an autopsy. But then, can we

trust the truth to be told?
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trust the truth to be told?

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Writes GeoffPainPhD Geoff Pain PhD 15 hr ago

Immunologist Professor Robert Clancy made a formal proposal to Pathologist societies in

Australia and New Zealand that autopsy specimens be collected, divided into two and

sent for independent analysis swapped to each country. Naturally he was ignored.

LIKE (11) REPLY

JimB 15 hr ago · edited 14 hr ago

Crowd fund a reputable retired Forensic Pathologist

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes RoryGirl RoryGirl’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

Hi Steve, Thank you again for your courage and leadership.

What can the average Florida resident/citizen for to encourage mandatory autopsies.

Unfortunately, I agree with the first statement is true.... when pigs fly.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Jennifer A Runquist 4 hr ago

I admire Steve Kirsch’s perseverance in pursuing this data regarding the vaccine harms

around the world. Being a biochemist I cannot understand why it was not obvious that a toxic

viral protein on the surface of our cells would not endanger our cells. Our immune system

evolved to destroy cells making attacking viruses using our cells for replication. Did they want

to kill us, or use us as an experiment with mRNA, or did they really think there was a chance it

would be helpful? Probably the answer is $.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3)

E. Grogan 3 hr ago

Considering Fauci's background (especially his adventures in AIDS in the '80s) I think it's

more about $. They have been gathering our DNA for decades, one has to ask why? Who

do they want to eliminate? I think it's more than just $. We do know that Ukraine has

biolabs which gather DNA so they can create jabs that will "eliminate" Eastern

Europeans/Russians.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

You figured it out!

LIKE (2) REPLY
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LIKE (2) REPLY

Gordon Shumway 3 hr ago

$ is only part of the answer, IMO. A side benefit. The main purpose is culling.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Eliza 2 hr ago

Yes, the whole reason I said no. No way would I put an artificial mRNA substance in my

body that programmed my cells to create a toxic protein. Like, DUH!!!

LIKE REPLY

AwakeNotWoke 5 hr ago

Expecting the world's most totalitarian police state to allow autopsies to be carried out on its

victims is a bit unrealistic Steve.

Maybe you should try to get these autopsies carried out in a liberal democracy rather than in

the US.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Eliza 1 hr ago

Great point.

LIKE REPLY

Jersey Prophet 8 hr ago

Until the people’s voice in the form of fair and accurate paper ballot voting is returned as the

norm universally, not a single agency in power has any incentive to stand up to Big Pharma

money and the influence it buys.

If Pfizer says “No Autopsies,” there’ll be none. Politicians AND so-called judges are bought

and paid for by the corrupt system, and until the people - especially in the swing states - do

whatever it takes to STOP THE MACHINES, we will continue down the road to tyranny!

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

bee 7 hr ago

Will RFK stand up to the machine???

LIKE REPLY

Gordon Shumway 8 hr ago

2/3 of the entire human race was either tricked or coerced into taking the shot. We have no

way of knowing what proportion of the shots are in fact poison and how many are harmless.
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way of knowing what proportion of the shots are in fact poison and how many are harmless.

One thing's for sure: The jabbed are going to continue "dying suddenly" and becoming

disabled.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Amy G 4 hr ago

And if it's worst case scenario the remaining 1/3 of us will be living like it's the 1800's. Or

earlier.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Gordon Shumway 4 hr ago

And few people today have the necessary survival skills they had back then

because they have become obsolete. We are soft compared to our ancestors.

LIKE (1) REPLY

P. B. 9 hr ago

It doesn't really matter anymore Mr. Kirsch. Our civilization is at an end. Even if some country

or countries did "wake up" and see or acknowledge the obvious, it's too late. The decline is

unstoppable.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3)

Rodewaryer 9 hr ago

We stopped circling the drain a long time ago, we're now through it and still descending.

Clawing our way back would be nothing short of miraculous.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 7 hr ago

My friend Joe called me a defeatist the other day. I took no jabs, and he took two. I

spared him the information on the poison he was terrorized into taking. Somehow at the

end of our conversation I was the perceived bad guy. I believe I won the conversation

when I said, "why should I tolerate a system that would not allow me to live, work and

move about without getting my shots"? I said, is that not a totalitarian system of

oppression? Should that not be accepted and fought with extreme prejudice? He

basically replied that I should not have to. We are all cowards at this point, but he is the

bigger one. Peaceful resistance will only extend the end of this non civilization. If

someone is coming after you with a knife, what do you do?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Dr Tara Slatton Dr Tara’s Newsletter 6 hr ago

It’s interesting to me how extremely varied people’s personal experiences are. This
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It’s interesting to me how extremely varied people’s personal experiences are. This

comment section is full of people who have lost multiple people to the jabs and who

know multiple people with severe reactions. I know one guy with mild myocarditis.

People have lost livelihoods and have been limited in their ability to work, travel, or

otherwise get around. Meanwhile the only measurable way Covid mandates or

requirements are visible in my life is mandated masks in doctor’s offices which they

just ended. It’s crazy to see how this has ruined people’s lives meanwhile in my local

area life is essentially unchanged. Just goes to show how important state and local

governments are to maintaining personal freedom.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 6 hr ago

It was the perfect card to play, and they knew that it would do everything that

you mentioned. 2020 was just dog training. They know how to tweak and

manipulate the next generated viral release or simulated psyop. Now that they

have this poison in the terrorized folks, the next one will look more deadly and

viola, they can take complete control. Any resistance will be eliminated. If this

sounds like a movie, it isn't one. If you have ever seen the move named

"Children of Men" with Clive Owen, it will show you the future that THEY desire.

See here.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0206634/

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Dr Tara Slatton Dr Tara’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

One of Clive Owen’s less stellar performances in my opinion, but to be

honest at this point it seems more like Hunger Games, I mean Dylan

Mulvaney would look right at home beside Effie Trinket.

LIKE REPLY

DUANE HAYES 3 hr ago

Hey, everyone didn't drink the koolaid. At least 25% of Americans still have pure blood

LIKE REPLY

Chiadrum 10 hr ago

My buddies mom is a holistic doctor. She had a patient who insisted in jabbing her 14 year

old. The poor child was dead within ten minutes. On the far right, radical Next Door app, we

had a neighbor who insisted on jabbing her 14 year old. The poor guy developed brain

bleeding and will be on medication forever. Confirmed by his doctor as caused by the jab.
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That post was taken down in less than an hour. Follow the science straight to the morgue.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Chiadrum 10 hr ago

Oh and I forgot, my super healthy buddy blatantly has myocarditis and won’t admit it and

his teen daughter needed emergency surgery for an aggressive brain tumor and he sees

nothing. Wife is a surgical nurse. Pure coincidence this all happened in 2021. “It’s been a

hell of a year” he said. Funny how me and my entire anti Vaxx circles have none if these

stories to tell Mike.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

See above please under Ciobatoru Catalina, necessary tip!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Dr. Deepak Natarajan Dr.’s Substack 11 hr ago

Another tragic tale of a child dying because of an unnecessary mRNA vaccination. The

nightmare shows no sign of stopping. The case needs to be highlighted to warn the

community of the mortal danger associated with mass vaccination in adults in general, but

children in particular.

There is however a technical hitch ; despite mentioning involvement of the left ventricle in the

abstract ,the authors discuss an arrhythmia arising solely from the atrium as the culprit. They

need not have insisted on isolated atrial pathology in this child.

The first reference they provide to buttress their claim is a report of 2 cases who died due to

a cytokine storm mediated catecholamine stress cardiomyopathy as seen in the ventricles on

autopsy.

The other 2 references are rare cases of apparent isolated atrial inflammation undetected by

post mortem MRI (behind a paywall). These cases were not vax induced.

Your point is well taken, in fact your perseverance in exposing the horrors of mass vaccination

is extremely laudable and very very much appreciated.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

PLEASE go listen to Epoch Times interview with Bobby Kennedy part 2, American

thinkers by Jay V. Explains it all!

LIKE (1) REPLY
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Mitchelin 11 hr ago

Her parents now have to live with their decision for the rest of their lives. The child would

be with them now, if it wasn't for their stupidity. I did think the Japanese were cleverer

than that.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

PLEASE go listen to Epoch Times interview with Bobby Kennedy part 2, American

thinkers by Jay V. Explains it all!

LIKE (1) REPLY (3)

Mitchelin 8 hr ago

Nope it wasn't....it ran for 47 secs.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Anita Söderman 8 hr ago

I meant to recommend everybody to check Bobby Kennedy´s interview

part 2 on Epoch Times series on American thinkers by Jay V. It is most

revealing and a wake up if ever. New presidential candidate at that!

LIKE REPLY (1)

Mitchelin 8 hr ago

Sorry, I looked for it and couldn't find it. Is there a link for it?

LIKE REPLY

Mitchelin 8 hr ago

I may have found it on YouTube? Is it the Pandemic Simulations Part 2?

LIKE REPLY

Mitchelin 8 hr ago

Searched like crazy and couldn't find it, even went onto rumble. Do you have a

link please, thank you.

LIKE REPLY

Dave 12 hr ago

Protecting brand vaccines over kids... tells you everything..all about money

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Keith S Keith’s Substack 12 hr ago
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Writes Keith S Keith’s Substack 12 hr ago

BHAKDI /Burkhardt pathology report proven over and over again in fact a couple of hundred

million times over!.. wait and see... Only take about three years....

LIKE (5) REPLY

Karen 14 hr ago

And there are so many vaccine injured children. With so many different conditions. Just look

at this poor child with chronic Epstein Barr infection at Stanford Children’s Hospital.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/16yearold-jonathan-zhao-battling-life-and-death

LIKE (5) REPLY

JQP 14 hr ago

They don't want to know. This is a PLANNED depopulation program by the elites many years

in the making. They need plenty of useful idiots to make this program work and it looks like

there is plenty to choose from!

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Henry E Henry’s Substack 14 hr ago

Steve, you know the extent that governments are corrupt. So I am pretty sure you know what

to expect. I guess your just curious the % of people that understand the depth of the

corruption.

LIKE (5) REPLY

David Nowitz 14 hr ago

Steve you do fantastic work. Well done and keep going. Please add Astra Zenica to your list

of organisations worthy of your investigation talents

LIKE (5) REPLY

Maha 15 hr ago

That's not how science works. It's how corporate greed, political wrangling, and CYA

medicine has come together on separate tracks, with potentially even more horrific agendas

at play, to undercut the scientific method, research, and Public Health.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 33 min ago

If you an adult and took the covid jab in order keep your job I'm sorry.

If you're an adult and took it voluntarily you need to have your head examined.

If you are a parent and consent having your children jabbed with mrna you are a child abuser.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)
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LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Eliza 31 min ago

No job is worth being poisoned.

LIKE REPLY (1)

1 new reply

Writes Eva van Loon Eva’s Newsletter 1 hr ago

The period from 1945 to the present could rightly be labeled The Age of Corruption.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Amy G 2 hr ago

And none of us will be able to survive alone. We would immediately need tribes. And not the

disgusting tribes by race that they are trying to force us into.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Jason 1 hr ago

Well unfortunately they wont have to try very hard. Most people are gullible enough to

fall for their race baiting and very few would give up the bread and circus used to

distract the very simple.

LIKE REPLY

Philanthropy Poketwanus 3 hr ago

This feels like how predators hunt herds in the wild except we are not acting like a herd

because the predators are invisible. They are wearing our skins.

LIKE (4) REPLY

KEMSTONE17 4 hr ago

STOP GIVING THE DAMNED VAX TO ANYBODY !

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 3 hr ago

So you don't think Biden should be keeping up to date with his boosters?

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

1 new reply

Eliza 2 hr ago

Well, of course, the criminal shills who foisted this evil upon us should definitely get

their boosters.
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their boosters.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 2 hr ago

How much saline can they take?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Jason 1 hr ago

Exactly! They are not going to poison themselves...lol

LIKE (2) REPLY

Sean S. 5 hr ago

Having the experience of investigating the deaths of young people, I can tell you that in Clark

County, Nevada, autopsies of young people who die are routine, even when it is from a

suicide from an apparent gunshot wound to the head, by hanging, or a death that was likely

caused by an overdose. I cannot fathom a medical examiner's office not conducting a full

autopsy of anyone who is younger than an age where death from medical issues are

common, where the person had a long illness or disease, or was a chronic, addicted user of

drugs or alcohol. The point of an autopsy is to determine the cause and manner of death; to

ensure that the death was not caused by an unnatural event such as homicide, suicide, or

accident (like an overdose). Any person under the age of forty (just my opinion based upon

my experience) where the likely cause of death cannot be determined at the scene of death

by the police and coroner's investigator should undergo a full autopsy. Whether or not the

pathologist knows to conduct the correct tests to determine if it was possibly due to a

vaccine injury is another issue. Another factor is the severe shortage of trained pathologists,

which limits the number of autopsies that can be conducted, and the increasing number of

deaths.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Health4us 5 hr ago

Maybe you know the answer to this question. If a person dies of another cause, but

happens to be positive for covid, does that automatically mean no autopsy is done? This

happened to a friend of mine. I didn't know why they didn't have an autopsy. He clearly

did not die of covid.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

D&R’s Gma 4 hr ago

Did FEMA give them up to $9,000 reimbursement for funeral expenses for NOT

having an autopsy preformed? That’s what happened to one of my family members.
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Just a thought.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Bridget 4 hr ago

Wow!!!

Our tax dollars doing the killing and then the silencing afterward.

Where are the Journalists? Presstitution must be so exhausting…

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Karl Elshoff 3 hr ago

The bible calls it the harlot system.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Sean S. 3 hr ago

That would depend on other factors. Was the death accompanied by trauma, long

term illness, disease, illness, age, accident, etc. For instance, if a person died

following trauma from a car accident, but tested positive for Covid, then a

pathologist might not conduct and autopsy, and may unethically say it was the

result of Covid. If they had a long term illness, an autopsy may not be done and they

may attribute it to Covid if the test was positive. All the rules went out the window

during the scamdemic.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Gorgo 5 hr ago

It is amazing how they (government, big tech, big pharma, etc) are getting away with murder

in plain sight. They want you dead and gone without the slightest notion you have been

purposely done away with.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Mark Much 5 hr ago

If they had done an autopsy on Hank Aaron we might have stopped this mass murder the first

month.

LIKE (4) REPLY

David Plaisted 6 hr ago

There are roughly 3 million deaths in the US per year. US population is about 330 million. Now

someone commented to one of the SK articles that deaths in 2022 were up 15 to 20 percent,

from an insurance employee. So that could be say 6 hundred thousand extra deaths that year
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from an insurance employee. So that could be say 6 hundred thousand extra deaths that year

(20 percent of 3 million). That would be about 0.2 percent of the population excess deaths, or

one person in 500. If half of the population were vaccinated there could be a death rate of

about 1 in 250 for those that were vaccinated. So this seems to be about the maximum

possible upper bound for deaths for the vaccinated. Many of them could be elderly people,

too. It will be interesting to see what the actual number of deaths in 2021 and 2022 are; I

don't think we know yet.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Gordon Groves 6 hr ago

Ed Dowd has calculated it. Check with his studies. And are you an actuarial? You write

with great conviction.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

David Plaisted 6 hr ago

No a computer scientist. But this is simple math I think.

LIKE (2) REPLY

David Plaisted 5 hr ago

This is per year. So in two years it could conceivably be as high as one in 125. In three

years it could conceivably be as high as one in about 80.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Lawrence Butts Lawrence’s Newsletter 6 hr ago

How high does the body pile need to be before they admit the vaccine is killing everyone?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Cy Lanced 6 hr ago

I was thinking that back when VAERS was showing 4000 deaths. Apparently they don't

care how many die, as long as they have the media as their partner in denying the

deaths.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes Lawrence Butts Lawrence’s Newsletter 4 hr ago · edited 3 hr ago

That will come to an end at some point. Everyone in the media is jabbed up and

boosted. It is just a matter of time before they get a Pfizer toe tag. I wont miss them

at all....

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)
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Bridget 2 hr ago

I’m a former Reporter. I’m friends with someone still in the media. He reacts

with uncharacteristic silence when I occasionally bring up the injuries and

deaths people are suffering.

He recently summarized it by saying, “People are over any stories” related to

the Pandemic. Uh, ok.

And he’s heavily boosted, too.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Lawrence Butts Lawrence’s Newsletter 1 hr ago

Heavy boosted = Pfizer toe tag winner tip toeing past the graveyard

avoiding a glance toward this own headstone. "Maybe I will be OK if I just

'think" I will be OK?"

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

1 new reply

Cy Lanced 2 hr ago

All of my colleagues as well.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Pete Wiggin Wig Blog 7 hr ago

Imagine that the criminals actually don’t care about a few 14 yo girls dying…

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Ang C 7 hr ago

They don’t even care their sports are being destroyed by “trans” athletes.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hr ago · edited 7 hr ago

They don't care about 14 year old girls dying, they don't care about pregnant

women, they don't care about babies, nor men, and they totally do not care about

any other human being's bodily autonomy, nor any one else's rights and concerns

for their dignity, nor do they have the common sense God gave geese, they care

only for being seen to follow GoodThink (TM) and avoiding at all costs being

considered shame-worthy kooky red-neck conspiracy-monger anti-vaxxers

Trumpista selfish Nazis (etc etc etc). The question is, who is "they"? Seems to me

they are the sleepy folk. Sometimes a person wakes up. And thank goodness, more
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people are waking up.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Formerly_Known_As_Someone 8 hr ago

Lance Riddick's family has rejected the conclusion that he died of heart disease, saying he

did not have any such condition. I hope they get him an autopsy, one that's specialized

enough to look for vax damage.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Steve Agabeg 8 hr ago

The problem goes deeper than just this. Here in the UK, there are many cases of autopsy

results which simply state 'sudden & unexpected' without actually specifying the real cause,

this is how pathologists/coroners have got round the clear & obvious blanket ban on daring to

mention exactly WHY the elephant corpse is still laying in the middle of the room! It's a 'win

win' for the coroner, they get to state what very likely caused the patient to die, without

having to tie their hands to the mast & they get to keep their job, whilst all around these mass

deaths continue with very few still actually daring to challenge the narrative. You see, they

really have thought of everything! I live in hope the truth will one day soon out but until many

brave men *(& women) no longer keep silent, then they're part of the problem, not the

solution....

LIKE (4) REPLY

Wes Alexander 9 hr ago

Well done sir. Thanks for working so hard to expose the lies we've been told about COVID

vaccines. Politicians & bureaucrats NEVER admit they were wrong. Thieves that purchase

politicians & bureaucrats have will NEVER stop plundering us until lawful violence, or the

threat of lawful violence stops them.

LIKE (4) REPLY

186no 9 hr ago

Congestive oedema in the lungs - exactly what Dr Chetty, SA GP, stated he diagnosed in

many of his patients and what he characterised as an anaphylaxis type of immune response

he attributed to remnants of the S1/2 spike protein. I am in the UK, routinely write to my MP

("Congressman") with data, reports, official UK stats that have decimated the "official"

narrative pushed by the entire UK Establishment - The Blob, Civil Service, Unions. Parliament,

MSM - He still ( last couple of days ) trots out the "safe and effective" blx. The corroborative

elements of the Japan investigation, which we know is replicated elsewhere, is being ignored.

The "official" support for this continuing "nelsonian" blind eye is becoming so scary - I realise

in ever clearer terms that we in the UK ( as elsewhere?) already "live" - exist might be more
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in ever clearer terms that we in the UK ( as elsewhere?) already "live" - exist might be more

accurate - in a post "revolutionary" world; our "gulags" are hotels, soon to be offshore

barges, full of economic and often illegal migrants whilst the indigenous population are ever

so slowly being "squeezed" to an ever more restrictive "life"...civil strife awaits - sadly.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago

The politician (poly=many & tics=blood suckers) that you are writing to is a collaborator

and most likely a member of the royal bloodline (Elizabeth / Charlemagne) and they are

for themselves. If they cannot kill with the jab they will get us all economically. The

people of france are showing the fight they have for survival; I cannot say the same for

usa or uk. doctors and lawyers are mostly useless to us all as they are part of the system

that is culling the commoners.

LIKE REPLY (1)

AnnR 7 hr ago

It's shocking to me that despite HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of protesters in

France (yellow vests a few years ago and this protest), that their government

doesn't give a hoot. Completely ignores them as if they don't exist. THAT, more than

anything, tells me that we are serfs and democracy is a farce in today's societies.

Never thought I would think that, but here we are, eyes opened wide.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 6 hr ago

So, then it makes absolute sense that they would, in some cases forcefully

inject deadly toxins into the bodies of those they do not give a hoot about.

What is it about the french that makes them not take any shite? Macron is

demonic scum put in place by rothschild interests. LaPenn is an operative to

make it look like there is a coke to macrons pepsi. This entire world is governed

(controlled) by bloodline family members. All of this open genocide and

economic manipulation makes much more sense when one finds out that it is

one big family that is behind it. They were just waiting for the perfect time to

play the pandemic card to then roll out Ukraine/World War III.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Zoe 10 hr ago · edited 10 hr ago

The new "Golden Rule" is " whoever has the gold makes the rules." This was a joke poster

decades ago. Unfortunately it is not a joke, it is our reality. Money will win everytime. Greed

for power and thus money runs the world. Evil is funded by it and greed fuels evil. No one's
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for power and thus money runs the world. Evil is funded by it and greed fuels evil. No one's

lives matter to the power mad. Other people's bodies , old and young, are merely stepping

stones to them. "When the wicked one rules, the people groan." Proverbs 29.2 This is just as

true now as it was thousands of years ago when this was written. It's not a new, it's just more

widespread. This world isn't like the movies where the bad guys lose and the good guys win.

Fight them, though, fight them.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Steve 11 hr ago

Professor Robert Clancy is still trying to get autopsies to happen in Australia, one of our

highest ranked professors, but he gets silence and stonewalled by the authorities...

The tests, as he says, are easy to set up for staining examinations to look for vaccinal spike...

But the authorities don't want it...

Remember the line they said , the new vaccines" will be closely monitored for safety"... ?

What a lie...

Crime of the century yet most are asleep... Good interview here, including about autopsy

refusals in Australia

Can't recommend this highly enough ... Brilliant interview... (Even if you aren't a Campbell fan,

understandable as he initially pushed this stuff, but has woken up)

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pYkN7Gdpl8w&feature=shares

LIKE (4) REPLY

Claire Davenport 12 hr ago

It's a travesty that this isn't on every news outlet in the world and being shouted from the roof

tops. Please keep up your amazing work Steve

LIKE (4) REPLY

Josef 12 hr ago

Government never does what people want.They always do what is not in the interest of

people they have voted them .When there is no way anymore to hide the truth-they will just

start new lies.The question is how to make government people doing what is in public

interest.

Looks like there is no tool for that.

LIKE (4) REPLY

God Bless America 13 hr ago

I wonder how many truly AWAKE people there are? So many people are STILL getting these
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I wonder how many truly AWAKE people there are? So many people are STILL getting these

shots!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 12 hr ago

I have no idea. I'm curious how many took the shots voluntarily or how many took it

under duress in order to keep their jobs or travel. If you took it voluntarily are one stupid

person.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

God Bless America 12 hr ago

It’s just so sad…  wonderful people that I know just blindly believed it all… now

many are suffering for that belief… No one ever talks about it… I guess they all

believe if no one talks about any of this, all the death, suffering, and disability will all

just “go away”… 

I don’t have any idea how many still believe this garbage verses how many of us

know the truth…

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Keith S Keith’s Substack 13 hr ago

BHAKDI /Burkhardt pathology report proven over and over again in fact a couple of hundred

million times over!.. wait and see... Only take about three years....

LIKE (4) REPLY

evergreen 14 hr ago

To the establishment, vaxx lethality is = to Bigfoot sightings and UFO/alien abductions. It’s

simply absurd. Only kooks swim in those dirty waters.

No principal in an organization is going to APPEAR to give the time of day to someone who is

screeching about suppressed vaxx data. To do so would be to acknowledge a nut—and then

engage him in serious conversation as though one has an open mind about UFO

engagements. NOT going to happen.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Ray Alford 13 hr ago · edited 13 hr ago

Hello Evergreen,

I am a "hunter" at heart, and it occurs to me in no uncertain terms, that ANY

documentary, regardless of how well established, which presents a case for Bigfoot, is

blatantly offending the intelligence of their viewers. There is but a single consideration
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as to why none are shot or captured over these decades since "reported." They do not

exist. End of story. A pack of hounds provides a 100% effective means of tracking

anything down. With a large monetary reward to be the first to capture or kill one of

these "illusive" creatures, the game would be a very short one.

As for UFO sightings, I take a different stand; one in which I find impossible to discount

the many and varied dependable eye-witness reports. So what are they? Where did they

come from? Many questions are asked. But are any directed toward the anomalies that

seem to attend many of these incidents? What about breaking the laws of physics by

accelerating from zero to mach 20 in one second? Or the mutilations of farm animals

which are typically blamed on them? Frightening enough as the "Grays" are, they are

often depicted doing weird experiments on citizens. There is ZERO kind, attentive,

helpful, intervention, whether medical or scientific. Why not? Are they afraid we might

hurt them? Wouldn't it be natural to assume that such "intelligences," since they are

obviously showing an interest here, would "make contact" and lead our fledgling

civilization on a straighter course, one which is less destructive? But no. They act more

like terrorists than advanced citizens of the cosmos! Horror stories abound, which beg

these questions for answers. Secularly speaking, they are quite the tangled mess to try

and unravel.

But from a Biblical, spiritual viewpoint, those questions themselves are based on

assumptions that propound an invalid assertion that these crafts and occupants areExpand full comment

LIKE REPLY (1)

Ray Alford 13 hr ago

...no leaving from, and no admittance here from other of God's creations. (Yes, He

has others, naturally.)

By process of elimination, only one option is left: That Satanic invention and

interposing is the culprit here. Beyond his capacity, one might assume? Think again.

Read carefully how Job was ravaged by Satan.

All this might seem to be way off track, but it ties in with how the msm is in full

support of the dilutions of the day. And you've provided me an opportunity to

(prove?) that bigfoot is NOT real.

We are admonished by Christ Himself, to "be not deceived" in the last days.

Ray

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jeff Jackson Jeff’s Substack 15 hr ago

I would guess we all here know why this is not being done, NURUMBERG 2.0!!
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I would guess we all here know why this is not being done, NURUMBERG 2.0!!

How many would hang for what they have done to the world population.....which manyt of the

awakened masses are ready for pitchforks and torches along with nooses...THAT IS WHY

THERE IS NO INVESTIGATION....like on one of these comments...CYA!

LIKE (4) REPLY

Curious and Concerned 15 hr ago

Our dog's favorite toy, with a "mud" tan, no squeaker left...is a rubber pig. When we play

catch, Pigs Fly! So it can happen...

LIKE (4) REPLY

Jason I 15 hr ago

What happened cannot be forgotten or forgiven. Is anyone making a list of all politicians,

jurnos, an pseudo intellectuals who pushed the vaccines onto the population?

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Dee Dee 15 hr ago

I wrote down everything that I observed on the frontlines, hospital RN, trying to write a

book, so freakin painful-disturbing what just happened and be working with nurses who

fell for it and took 4 shots...

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

JimB 15 hr ago

Dee Dee I cannot believe how many times I have read the exact same thing you

mentioned and it happened on a massive scale where I live in Northern California.

An OB/GYN was forced from her job as she was sounding the alarm over

exponential increases in stillbirths and miscarriages.

LIKE (7) REPLY (3)

Lisa 15 hr ago

Met a young man recently who said his mother is a nurse. We started talking

about Covid. He said she told him, don’t go to the hospital. They are killing

people.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Ottonemo1 7 hr ago

Same in Brisbane, Australia.

LIKE REPLY
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Dee Dee 15 hr ago

thanks can't get any feedback so awful

LIKE REPLY

Monterey 15 hr ago

You might take that one on--

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes John Cave Crowdsourcing Truth 15 hr ago

Meanwhile elevated all-cause mortality continues without explanation.

https://open.substack.com/pub/crowdsourcingthetruth/p/british-columbias-2nd-year-of-

excess?r=z7a89&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

LIKE (4) REPLY

LoveOneAnother 43 min ago

The Dying American Autopsy

Data from one study using autopsies indicate that as many as 40,500 Americans die in

intensive care units each year with misdiagnoses.

Before 1970, 40-60% of patients who died in hospitals received an autopsy. In 1970, The

Joint Commission, the organization responsible for hospital accreditation, eliminated the

requirement of a 20% autopsy rate for in-hospital deaths for hospitals to receive

accreditation. In the years since this decision, we have seen drastic declines of autopsy rates.

In recent years, less than 5% of hospital deaths are followed up with an autopsy.

In a move that has further contributed to our declining autopsy rates, in 2019 the Trump

administration pushed through the Omnibus Burden Reduction (Conditions of Participation)

Final Rule. This rule attempted to “cut through red tape” by eliminating redundant, or

excessively burdensome regulations that affect hospitals and healthcare providers. A part of

this rule eliminated the requirement for hospitals to “attempt to secure autopsies in cases of

unusual death and of medical-legal and educational interest”. The Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (CMS) and the Trump administration argued that the autopsy requirement

was redundant because states have their own autopsy regulations in place. However, the

American Society for Clinical Pathology highlighted that only six states have laws requiring

autopsies in the case of all unusual deaths.

https://policy-perspectives.org/2021/03/02/the-dying-american-autopsy/

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Eliza 28 min ago
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Eliza 28 min ago

Hospitals are government sanctioned killing fields.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 7 min ago

Avoid them if at all possible. Even if you go in for a finger laceration, they will stick a

bogus covid test up your nose and say its positive. Many people- mainly senior

citizens were detained to hospitals against their will for false positive covid tests.

Once you are put on remdesivir and a ventilator it's a death sentence.

LIKE REPLY

My0My 59 min ago

I am so sad that I chose "when pig's fly" because I am worried this vaccine massacre will

never stop. I am already hearing rumblings of "the next pandemic" & the attached rumor

(perhaps true) is that the medication that will be offered will cause serious neurological

issues, including the ability to think rationally. And as you would guess, they have a "vaccine"

ready to go. The scenario was bleak. They described a Zombie Appocalypse situation. I am

no stranger to the belief that we are headed that way, but what if it really happens? It seems

possible if we are paying attention. We will have a ton of sick & dead people & to make it

worse we will have scary, irrational people walking amongst us. How will we cope? How will

our children survive? Will people fall for this next trap too? Will parent's allow their children to

be vaccinated yet again, with yet another unknown substance? How will doctor's &

scientistists differentiate the ills caused by the additional witch potion injected into those

already injected with the toxic C19 serum. We are in trouble!

If you pray, please pray! God will give us the ability to see what's going on. We have to trust

Him. He will send Jesus to get us at some point. Until then we have to endure to the end. We

need to remember what was said about the last day's in which we live & make sure we are

focused on God's Word, it is our lifeline.

Matthew 24:9–14 says, “Then you will be handed over to be persecuted and put to death,

and you will be hated by all nations because of me. At that time many will turn away from the

faith and will betray and hate each other, and many false prophets will appear and deceive

many people. Because of the increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold, but the

one who stands firm to the end will be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom will be

preached in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.”

-I agree with Amy G. We need to organize and stay away from the trouble makers.

As a Christian I have growing concern about the church in these day's. Many have turned

from the truth. Too many have perverted the truth. A great many are staying silent on the

"pandemic". Some of the zealous offered drive-thru test & injection clinics. And it seems that
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"pandemic". Some of the zealous offered drive-thru test & injection clinics. And it seems that

those churches are full! We are in some scary times!

Pray!

LIKE (3) REPLY (3)

Writes kevin kevin’s Newsletter 25 min ago

Sadly, the existing covid shots specifically the booster has been linked to confusion and

mental decline- Mainly in adults- where children are more likely to get heart damage.

Both my parents had rapid cognitive decline after the booster. I worked Heathcare and

tried dissuading them from covid shots buy they just ignored me.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

My0My 8 min ago

I am so sorry about your parents. It is so upsetting! You did what you knew was

right, you tried to stop them. I know it doesn't make it easier & I am so sorry! My

father-in-law exploded with cancer that had been gone for 20+ year's. He died a

few months after his 1st shot. He took it thinking he was protecting his wife who

never took it! It's hard! I know I tend to get upset about everything we are having to

deal with, but that drives me to stay alert about what's going on & it drives me to

stay focused on the Word. I never thought we'd be here, but we are. Sadly, I wish we

could forget where we were when C0VID began because it has been such a

nightmare. God Bless You!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 26 min ago

I feel the same about the churches. I am sure there are still some good ones but I haven't

found one yet. I feel closest to God when i am around his creations. People just need to

open their eyes and realize no matter how bad things are and will get, he is right there. A

butterfly pollinating your garden was not by chance and neither is a baby bird emerging

from an egg. The evil in this world wasn't created by God but by man who he gave free

will to. Then greed took over, with Satan's help of course. And to the people that don't

believe in God? Better take a step back and understand he still believes in you.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

My0My 7 min ago · edited 7 min ago

Love your reply! Thank you!

LIKE REPLY
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Eliza 19 min ago

The “church” is as corrupt as any other government institution in our nation. It replaced

God’s Word with the ravings of lunatics (“Christian books”) long time ago.

Beware of any church that has as its doctrinal statement on the Word of God the

following: “We believe the Bible to be the inspired and inerrant Word of God in the

original autographs.”

Note, they leave out infallible (not all do this) and say the Bible we have today is not

God’s Word contradicting God’s promise to preserve His Word forever.

Today’s “church” is apostate.

LIKE REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 4 hr ago

I am sure he has some better roles yes. Definitely hunger games indeed. The setting of the

movie and the theme seems pretty accurate. Time will tell the outcome. Sterilization has to be

a factor. Male testes have been shown to be destroyed.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Sun 5 hr ago

Get LaPado (sp?) to knock heads with Ryan Cole...and find a willing lab owner to begin

immediately. Do the proper tests, LaPado does a press conference and shares results.

DeSantis must change state regs but needs the data to get it done. Talk to patriot insurers;

actuary orgs and get their support.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

E. Grogan 3 hr ago

Mike Adams at Natural News has his own lab and has been a truth warrior for at least 15

yrs or so. He's been warning against the jabs this entire time.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Organic Consumer 2 hr ago

Mike's lab isn't presently set up for autopsy work.

LIKE REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool 5 hr ago

Ladapo. Joseph Ladapo. And yes get Dr Cole to specify the tests. Maybe that is the next

step for him? He seems to do things in a sequence and very methodically.

LIKE (3) REPLY
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Michael Connor 5 hr ago

Have Big Pharma pay for the autopsies! After all, they're the murderers, and Big Government;

our corrupt Biden admin paid with our money to administer and purchase the vaccines. They

only have to do it to 100 or more youths under 18.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

RevMikeyMac 5 hr ago

That will happen when pigs fly, too. Unfortunately.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Sun 6 hr ago

DeSantis and Lepado (sp?) need to reach out to head autopsy guy and change the standard

policy so it’s always done.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Patty Patty’s Newsletter 7 hr ago

Use to be the case, any inexplicable death was automatically a "coroner's case" to

investigate. Of course that didn't necessarily mean a full gross/histology autopsy. Many

coroners or medical examiners are elected. We may have to work to vote in people who will

work to get proper autopsies done.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Awkward Git Awkward Git’s Newsletter 5 hr ago

In the UK for hospital deaths the coroner only gets involved or an autopsy is requested if

the medical person who was treating the deceased requests one or refers it to them for

investigation so if the doctor says "nothing to see here, move along" then that's it,

finished but this varies slightly from Council area to Council area:

https://awkwardgit.substack.com/p/chief-coroner-coroners-and-pathologists?

utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=web

https://awkwardgit.substack.com/p/more-uk-government-back-passing-on

LIKE (2) REPLY

MMichael Saba 7 hr ago

Imagine releasing an unproven drug without a plan to monitor its effectiveness and risk...

Nope. Can't.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)
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Writes Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hr ago

Oh there was a plan, it was to just censor anything that didn't say "safe and effective."

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes Sheila Dunphy Hillbilly Heaven’s Newsletter 9 hr ago

God bless you Steve for your bravery to speak up early, often & never giving up until the very

evil & corrupt Big Pharma-Medical Industrial Complex & Gates & Fauci are held accountable

for MILLIONS of deaths!

You were one of the first people I found speaking out against the “depopulation vaccines” & I

thank you for saving me & most of my family & friends from taking their poison & being

injured or killed.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Beata Maria 10 hr ago

The people who replied “no, better not to look” to the question about autopsies... Can you

explain your rationale behind it, please. I have a genuine academic interest in this. Thank you

in advance.

LIKE (3) REPLY

mary-lou 10 hr ago

Do No Harm needs to be reinstated - demand it. next, after the harm is done anyway, a 2

pronged approach is needed: relatives of a deceased patient need to ask for an autopsy

(which they won't since they're not aware of any wrongdoings) and the members of the

medical staff where the patient died need to comply with that request. easy, no...?

...not in the dystopian upside-down world we're in now.

LIKE (3) REPLY

MYERS 11 hr ago

Why doesn’t Florida do it? Joseph Lapado seems reasonable.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

AwakeNotWoke 11 hr ago

I was wondering the same thing but maybe his boss is a RINO and is not genuine.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Carl Eric Scott PostModernConservative 12 hr ago

The law we need in state after state is simple:
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A.) Certain dramatically suspicious sitatuations--i.e., died 2 days after injection--trigger the

mandating of the autopsy. Ilegal for the hospital not to do.

B.) For less obviously suspicious situations, state funds set aside to aide families--a sliding

scale up to paying 70% of the procedure--who want the special autopsies. But a general

principle of letting the family decide for anything outside a month outside the vax window is

stated.

C.) Illegal for usual autopsy providers not to perform these, or not obtain the necessary test

equipment. These refusals are why most families are unable to choose the autopsies today.

LIKE (3) REPLY

gregory wales 13 hr ago

INSTEAD I GOT THIS TODAY IN MY EMAIL "INFODEMICS"!

 COVID-19 Updates - April 6, 2023

Inbox

Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security Unsubscribe

Thu, Apr 6, 12:43 PM (11 hours ago)

to me

COVID-19 Situation Report

Weekly updates on COVID-19 epidemiology, science, policy, and other news you can use.

Click to Subscribe

Announcements

UPCOMING WORKSHOP The COVID-19 pandemic incited an unprecedented infodemic and

has highlighted the impact of information disseminated with malintent toward public health

action. Join the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine for a 2-day

public workshop, April 10–11, to examine public health infodemics, the COVID-19 infodemic,

the impact of infodemics on trust in the public health enterprise and broader national health

security, and tools and practices used to address infodemics. Register here.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Yo My Newsletter 12 hr ago

Complete projection by marxist communist satan worshiping uncleans

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jimychanga Surfing the New Normal 14 hr ago

This is what Trump will face. New York is the most corrupt court in the United States if not the
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This is what Trump will face. New York is the most corrupt court in the United States if not the

entire world.

The Constitution means NOTHING to these people. This is April, and the Judge ignored the

Speedy Trial Constitutional Right and made his next appearance on December 4th which is

clearly to interfere with his running for president.

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/rule-of-law/donald-trump-will-be-

convicted/

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Yo My Newsletter 12 hr ago

He is part and parcel too. Kabuki

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Jimychanga Surfing the New Normal 11 hr ago

Maybe yes, maybe no

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Thomas Kirby Thomas’s Newsletter 14 hr ago

This is a measure of how much of the profession is "in on it."

LIKE (3) REPLY

Doug Cragoe 14 hr ago

One problem is can an autopsy accurately show a vaccine to have caused a death? Do those

that do autopsies agree on that? Dr. Ryan Cole may have his methods to determine death by

vaccine, but are his methods accepted by the majority of others who do autopsies?

I'd like to see you get opinions on this from organizations that represent those who do

autopsies. You don't need to involve them in why autopsies need to be done, just ask them

how it can be determined that a vaccine caused a death. If so, what exactly are the ways to

determine that. Then go to Ryan Cole and see if he agrees with what most of those who do

autopsies think.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 14 hr ago · edited 14 hr ago

I trust the embalmers more. They are finding facts we need to pay attention to.

Remember the ones doing the autopsies wear white coats too. Do you trust them to

deliver the truth?

LIKE (4) REPLY
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DUANE HAYES 3 hr ago

There are specific procedures that determine vaccine induced death. Apparently not all

coroners know about it, in fact very few.

LIKE REPLY

panyusg 14 hr ago · edited 14 hr ago

CDC, FDA and NIH would welcome this blanket excuse...They all killed themselves. They

accepted the narrative to get the jab, knowingly signed for possible side-effects including

Deaths.

So, no blame to government and Big Pharma.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

tinadodson 14 hr ago

The employees of those organizations & Big Pharma employees, along with top

government officials, were all exempt

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

unhappytocomply 13 hr ago

Yes, both Congress and Pfizer were exempt.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Tag Tag’s Substack 13 hr ago

exempt because they knew. How convenient as they poisoned the rest.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes yantra yantra’s Substack 15 hr ago

gee i haven't heard "follow the science" lately ... (;

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Leslie L Allen 15 hr ago

Whenever you heard "follow the science," it actually meant "follow the money." See how

that works? These people are genuinely evil. 

LIKE (6) REPLY

Christopher McKann 15 hr ago

You can’t fool all the people all the time. This scam won’t last

LIKE (3) REPLY
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Writes Turfseer Turfseer’s Newsletter 15 hr ago

Songs of Covid gaslighting and discrimination

A Canadian Nurse is fired for refusing to take the jab. Listen to Turfseer’s new protest song A

GOOD NURSE: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/a-good-nurse

Discrimination rears its ugly head again. Listen to Turfseer’s hit song THE BACK OF THE BUS.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-back-of-the-bus

DR. GASLIGHT. A doctor causes his patient to question her own sanity. Listen to Turfseer’s

new song. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/dr-gaslight

Watch O HOLY ROMAN, a song about a child who asserts his independence from other

children who wear the mask https://turfseer.substack.com/p/o-holy-roman

Gaslighting marches on unabated as the odious social media “hired guns” do their dirty work.

Listen to Turfseer’s hit song FACT CHECKER. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/fact-checker

BONUS: Free Download. THE ALTERNATIVE COVID-19 NARRATIVE HANDBOOK. A Collection

of useful links. Get it here: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-

handbook

Subscribe to Turfseer's Newsletter. Songs, music videos and much more.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Jillian Stirling 15 hr ago

Frightening isn't it?

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Lee Muller Lee Muller’s Insight is 20/23 15 hr ago

If someone dies, if just goes to show the full range of complications that could potentially

occur between healthy and died - including complications, hospitalized, life-threatening,

permanently disabled, weaken state to chronic issues.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

JAN KAUFFMAN 15 hr ago

You can not deny the increased deaths since the vaccine rolled out .. talk to morticians ..

talk to life insurance companies!! You’ll have a different opinion then !!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Matt 52 min ago · edited 51 min ago

No matter how hard they try, they cannot hide from the radical changes to the standard

deviation from all-cause mortality.
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LIKE (2) REPLY

Hamish625 6 hr ago · edited 6 hr ago

......YEAH, Ryan - ABOUT that.....what YOU did to ASTRID, is truly UNFORGIVABLE - but, only

ECHOED your DISGUSTINGLY-dismissive 'Highwire' comments of late, and serves the TRUTH

(there's NOTHING natural about these 'countermeasures', BIOWEAPONS) terribly....

LIKE (2) REPLY

Boo Taylor 6 hr ago

It's just one more in their bag of bad tricks to depopulate the world. I trust that truth and good

will prevail, but only after all the truth comes out and people CHOOSE TO SEE IT. God's got

this!! I believe!!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Laura Kasner 7 hr ago

Steve - can you please weigh in on this? I’m not so sure Florida will do anything either:

https://darbyshaw.substack.com/p/the-desantis-grand-jury-head-fake?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

LIKE (2) REPLY

Henry Rearden13 9 hr ago

The public needs to make its voice heard. Clearly the people are the prey and it appears it is

only a matter of time before "they" release another and probably more deadly pathogen on

humanity.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Mom of 4 and more. 8 hr ago

We can't make our voices heard when big tech suppresses and cancels it. They say

misinformation but, what they really mean is hiding big pharma's dirty deeds.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Writes Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hr ago · edited 7 hr ago

Yes, exactly. But billboards, stickers, letters, postcards, in-person meetings, word of

mouth, public comment at city, county meetings, emailed newsletters-- there are

other avenues for communicating.

Meetings: I see Wenatchee and the Canadian CNI are models going forward:

citizens telling their stories. The power is, you realize, you're not alone. Of course

the videos of their testimony get censored and shadow-banned, but not
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everywhere, not on rumble nor Substack.

Wenatchee

https://rumble.com/v297djc-pandemic-harms-listening-session-wenatchee-wa-

28jan23.html

Canadian Nation Citizens Inquiry

https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago

They are openly culling us all and you think this war can be fought with keyboard?

We should sharpen the edges of our keyboards and take to the streets. With all

respect to you and your family, if anyone is saying that this can be solved with

peaceful means then they are completely clueless. The flattering titles in DC are all

collaborators in one form or the other. Voting is not going to stop this nor are tweets

and Facebook posts. They have us surrounded and they are waiting for us all to

surrender to the great reset so that they can euthanize the rest of us. RFK running

for president isn't going to stop this. We see what happened to the Jan-sixers just

by confronting capitol hill about an openly stolen election. I did not vote for either of

these flattering titles so I couldn't care less. We have to fight like our lives depend

on it because they do.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

DUANE HAYES 3 hr ago

Not as hopeless as you think. Everyone should post all of these Substacks and

all informative articles on Twitter, Facebook, whatever social media you use. I'm

banned on Twitter, but it all goes on Truth Social. A non stop deluge of

information can only be a positive force in alerting the population. Even if only

1/1000 read the posting and understand, that's still millions more who are now

informed. Contact all your legislators. I'm sure that 99% of all such contacts go

in the trash, but again, if only a 1% gets attention it's major.

LIKE REPLY

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago

Unfortunately, we would see more compliance due to the dog training that took place in

2020. The MSM did exactly what they have always done. They read the terrorism training

manual LIVE on air and the plebs soil their pants. The plan to cull humanity has been

underway for many years using scientism to confuse and terrorize us all. Disease from
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viruses and the threat of a pandemic like the Spanish flu. That so called worldwide

outbreak was caused by pushing injections to preemptively stop diseases that the troops

would possibly bring back from Europe to other areas of the world. It was caused by

injections. Those that took it got very sick. Those that did not take it did not get sick. If

this shedding is a real thing, then Game Over.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Donnish 9 hr ago

Hope: Swiss government now came to the conclusies that the CV-mRNA Jabs are dangerous.

Forbidding Docters to apply them. MSN:https://weltwoche.ch (German only) and BAG website

(gov) is not yet mentioning it.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago

It's a worldwide genocide. Only the bloodline is spared, and they are all collaborators.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Ralph 9 hr ago

I hope that suddenly, one day, the litmus will change colour. Many people know of injured

friends and family.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 7 hr ago

Hoping is wishing and praying to our overlords. Please stop killing us. We have no fight

left in us as we have become domesticated animals waiting for something to fall off the

table. It might be hard to believe but we might collectively deserve what is being done to

us. Think about it a bit before you respond in anger.

LIKE REPLY

Ghost Marten 11 hr ago

!!URGENT FOR ALL FINNISH PEOPLE HERE!!

Jaana Kavonius is a lawyer who has done phenomenal work in revealing Finnish corruption

and she also opposes the COVID vaccines. If you're a Finn, please go and help her form a

political party that is trying to get justice for victims of Finnish corruption. Not many days left.

https://puoluerekisteri.fi/puolue/39

Not directly applicable if you're not Finnish, but if you know someone like-minded from

Finland, then I urge you: please send that link to them!
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Diehard Patriot 15 hr ago

This is what gutless, spineless “leadership”....aka “loser ship” looks like....and we need to

flush down the toilet with the rest of the crap our institutions have been feeding us for too

long. Get mad, then, get even....
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Neil D 15 hr ago

There is no point in the authorities doing autopsies when they already know what killed the

person. They just won't/can't admit it.
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William Conklin 15 hr ago

Americans have it wired, we buy all our complicated electronics from Japan and we send

them our poison jab‘s. Big Pharma brought in billions killing children worldwide, while the rest

of the world provided cars and most other consumer goods. autopsies might destroy the only

thing America has to offer to the world.
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Writes Conway Judge Mr medic's marvelous misinforma… 15 hr ago · edited 15 hr ago

It seems criminal to ignore

Any potential factor

That might be contributing to deaths

If the staining is available

And the death unexplainable

Then bloody well look and check.

To bury your head

In the sandbox instead

Is not only silly, but snide

As the family wants closure

For their emotional composure

And let's face it already

– They lied!

It doesn't stay in your arm
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It doesn't stay in your arm

It won't stop the spread

The infection itself fairly mild

Hypnotic sales techniques

Industrial failure reeks

Imagine if this was your child.
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John m. Hovis 15 hr ago

The demons are killing us why the hell cant we kill them. Who is them the ones behind the kill

shots all of them even the Doctors, Hospitals, Nurses, anyone who pushes the kill shots and

say it is safe. They killed my brother giving him the kill shots at the Veterans Hospital.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Carl Eric Scott PostModernConservative 12 hr ago

So sorry for your loss, John. Esp. at the hands of the VA. The American Political Tradition

answer to your wrenching, but perhaps rhetorical, question, is this: on-offense violence

is only acceptable when a revolution, one legitimate by the principles of the Declaration

(2nd and 3rd sentences), has been declared, and even then, only against the legitimate

targets of the revolutionary forces, i.e., within the rules of just war. The docs, nurses, and

pushers who might deserve captital punishment must receive due process trials,

whether there is a revolution, or not.

And since you mention demons, we might also mention Jesus' answer when the woman

was brought before him for stoning, an answer which doesn't necessarily reject capital

punishment, but which does reject categorizing others as demons. And he dealt with

demon possession head-on.
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Mike 15 hr ago

Because you cannot educate people into a burning fire.
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David Linthorne 15 hr ago

Is this the difference between muscle injection vs intravenous?

Not checking to see where the syringe is could be a major issue.... but who knows....we can't

do a proper study.
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Dee Dee 15 hr ago · edited 15 hr ago

tricky could be needle length, amount muscle deltoid...suspect the batch and where the

syringe pulled from in the vial(toxins coming out of solution, falling to the bottom) due to

inconsistent storage temps, but we'll never know
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Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 7 hr ago

Thank you for your continuing efforts. This ends in two ways. We slay the dragon, or the

dragon slays us. We are dealing with killers here and I think we should all agree on that as a

base point. They will only take so much meddling and people exposing their genocide. I trust

you will know when to see the lawnmower searching for the tallest blades of grass.
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Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago · edited 8 hr ago

They would be incriminating themselves and these so-called prestigious organizations. Who

would admit to a genocide. Not so much don't tell because their very lives depend on it. If the

vast population knew what was done to them, these people would be massacred. It would be

like one of the scenes from the show Walking Dead. Zombie hordes tearing them to bits.

Wouldn't you keep the dirty little secret? Too many people anyway, right? CO2 and all that

bullshit. Now all white people are the biggest problem. This society was f_cked before the jab

and now its just taken on another level of f_cked. Sorry ... just the truth. I believe Ronnie

James Dio stated it correctly. "The World is full of King's and Queens that blind your eyes and

steal your dreams ... its Heaven and Hell"
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Mckeekitty 9 hr ago

It is too late for humanity.

All we can hope for is that people realize that the world conspired against them for the sin of

greed. To die ignorant of this would be a tragedy.
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Gordon Shumway 8 hr ago

I wonder how many people who "die suddenly" realize the truth as they are dying.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Cy Lanced 5 hr ago

I think it happens so quickly they don't have the opportunity to process it. From
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videos it appears they go from normal to dead in the space of a few seconds.
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Writes Peter Sawchuk Peter’s Newsletter 4 hr ago

You sound like you are giving up. Find your inner strength. Only apathy can defeat us.

Channel your love for humanity into trying to educate as many as you can. Every single

person you can wake up makes a difference.
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Writes PsyoP Awareness psyop4awareness 8 hr ago

Not just about $. This is a genocide.

LIKE REPLY

Alan Richards 10 hr ago

If no autopsies are being done, does that mean all pathologists and coroners are out of work?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

186no 9 hr ago

Coroners are in the "guilty" mix imho - if they do not sanction autopsies because the

death certificate has been "prepared" such as to "obviate" the need - do these Coroners

have the moral duty to investigate how death certificates are prepared? If not, who else

will?

Soviet/CCP style command and control exported westwards, courtesy of the 21st

century "Comintern" equivalent?
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sifubernie 10 hr ago

Excellent job Steve!
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Ciobotaru Catalina 10 hr ago

Is no doubt. They want to kill us. They already did it with us and our children. So, they must

be killed . This is the only solution. The Hamurabi Code.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Anita Söderman 9 hr ago

See above under reply to Flach was it? on Bobby Kennedy´s revealing intervjew in Epoch

Times, part 2, American Thinkers with Jay V. Confirms it all.
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Hubris 11 hr ago

"When pigs can fly (i.e. when Kill Gates' scientists for hire will genetically Engineer them to)"
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JAN KAUFFMAN 15 hr ago

My daughter is a Home Health nurse.. she has witnessed so many of her patients die from the

vaccine shots !! More so right after the boosters !! Many patients that had been in remission

for years - suddenly struck with many cancers in their bodies!! A lot of heart attacks !! A huge

uptic in deaths since the shots rolled out .. undeniable!!
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Peter Falkenberg Brown 15 hr ago

Not even Florida! Gov. DeSantis, it's time to step up and rattle the monsters' cages. Do the

autopsies and go down in history as THE Governor who forced the world to recognize the

truth. This, of course, after hundreds of brave men and women in many industries (including

Steve Kirsch) have already put their necks on the line to do just that. But since political

leaders are not budging, the world needs a Righteous Governor. Are you that man?
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Writes GeoffPainPhD Geoff Pain PhD 15 hr ago

Pfizer is more Lethal than Moderna, I think due to the Endotoxin levels, which vary by Batch.

https://geoffpain.substack.com/p/relative-lethality-of-covid-19-vaccines
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Dee Dee 15 hr ago

gut feel you are correct
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Scott Carstens 15 hr ago

That’s what they do with everything they don’t want people to know about kind of like the

2020 election… No election fraud here, no vaccine deaths occurred… No chaos in

Afghanistan… See a pattern?
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Colleen 7 min ago

I believe DeSantis did have a roundtable and was wanting to launch a big investigation about
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Load More

the "safety and efficacy" of the vaccines, but I'm pretty sure that was stonewalled,

unfortunately.
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Creole Gumbo 15 min ago

Autopsies are not usually done anyway for a number of reasons:

1. They are very expensive and insurance does not cover the cost because coverage ends

with yoiur death. The cost is out of pocket and although I don't know the cost I would not be

surprised it fhey were about 10K.

2. The coroner (government employee) will do an autopsy in any case in which foul play is

suspected. But the coroners, as government employees, frequently have reasons for not

doing them.

3. The type of autopsy required in cases such as these are high level and may be beyond the

capability of most county coroners.

Overall, autopsies are infrequently done because of cost.
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Clarissa Dearth 6 hr ago

Who would pay for it? I think it should be done
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